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abstract

Wills Gather's life-long interest in the past eul=# 
minated in her two historical novelss Death Gomes for the 
Archbishop and Shadows on the Rocteo Critics have been xan̂  
decided, however, whether these works represent a dimine* 
mtion of her talent, or its highest achievemento Was the 
past for her merely a means' of escaping from the issues of 
the modern world, and if so what relevance can these novels 
have to the lives of Wreal men”? Do they tell us anything
at all about ourselves ? Have they universal application?

\fhe answers to these questions can in part be deter-** 
mined by tracing the development of Miss Gather1s art and 
thought through the full range of her works„ From the be
ginning her art was an ”art of the past,” foreshadowing in 
her response to her Nebraska childhood the themes that she 
was to develop more fully in her historical novels 0 It is 
possible to trace the development of these themes and to 
observe in the process how her art matured and her under
standing of the potentialities of her material correspond© 
ingly deepenedo fhe culmination of this process in Death 
Gomes for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Hock makes them 
the richest and most rewarding of her works*
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INTRODUCTION
"You must find a quiet place „ <> o your own quiet 
center of lifes and write from that 0 » oie

--‘Sarah Orne, Jewett̂ -

If we were to attempt to sum up the total achievement 
of Willa Gather in a single images that image would almost 
have to be of the mesas of the Southwest that occupy so cen
tral a place in her writingo As she described them in Death 
Gomes for the Archbishop, these great cathedral-like rocks 
were "the utmost expression of human need," of "universal 
human yearning for something permanent, enduring, without 
shadow of change 0 = o"® So it is, too, with her arts her 
own yearning for permanent and enduring human values found 
expression in the warm, muted celebrations of the land, of 
art, of religion, and of the heroic past which are her novels 
and storieso

But if we recall that the peak years of Miss Gather’s 
creativity corresponded with a period in American social and 
literary history which saw a complete break with the trad
itional past, and a complete breakdown of the values, beliefs, 
practices, and optimistic outlook which had given at least

^Letter to Willa Gather, quoted in E 0 Ko Brown,
Willa Gathers A Critical Biography (New York, 1953), p6 1400

s(New York, 1951), ppQ 97-98*



the illusion of stability and purpose to that past-^then the 
analogy has a far different significance0 Ihe world had 
just come through the most devastating war in its history 
to find, in Fitzgeraldgs phrase, "all Gods dead, all wars 
fought, all faiths in man shaken" It was a period of 
crisis for the young writers and intellectuals whose illu~ 
sioris had not survived the bloodshed, and their attempts to 
adjust to the new order (or disorder) of things understand^ 
ably took negative forms0 There was, as Gc B0 Montague 
has written,

a new impatience of strident enunciations of vague, 
venerable, political principles| a rough instinctive 
application of something like the new philosophy of 
pragmatism to all questionsg and an elated sense of 
the speed and completeness with which institutions 
and political creeds and powers apparently founded 
on rock can be scoured away,®

This being the ease, any writer who sought refuge upon this
"scoured" rock was bound to be an anomaly» And this is
precisely what Willa Gather was*

It was not that she was unaware of the disorder of
her timeso If anything, she was all too aware of it; and
in her most famous pronouncement she summed up what the
entire age was thinkings "The world broke in two in 1922 or
thereabouts?" But if Sor many of her younger, more rebels*
lioua contemporaries the sense of the word "broken"' was that
of "broken away," for Willa Gather it was that of "broken up"

Quoted in Frederick J» Hoffman, The Twenties 
(Hew York, 1955), pp0 76e770



the presentj, as she ©ffeen remarked, was *ruiaed,l«*lm ruins0 

Because her life had Bridged the gap between the world of 
the pioneers and that of the Lost Generation, she had a 
first-hand knowledge of what it was the modern world had 
been so quick and so willing to discard* fhere was for her, 
then, no possibility of allegiance to the present state of 
things—=>indeed, the terms themselves precluded any choiceg 
for her there was no other possibility but that of commit
ment to what had once been, to her way of thinking, a 
"whole* and meaningful order, of reaffirming in this break
down of values what had been lost in the breach* Thus, 
while "during these years the pagans danced about the gold
en calf, while the tablets of the Lord were broken,*4 Miss 
Gather continued, from her own "quiet center," to defend 
the past and its values in a succession of works that in
creasingly estranged her from her contemporaries and her 
times *

the critical consequences of her position were 
predictable* What, after all, was to be said of the author 
of Death Gomes for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Bock 
in this age of extreme social consciousness— what but that 
she had refused to deal with the realities of life and, as 
Granville Hicks was to state in "The Case Against Willa 
Gather," had shrunk "from the task that has occupied most

^Maxwell Geismar, The Last of the Provincials 
(©ambridge, Mass*, 1947), p* S'S?*



of the world's great artists, the expression, of what is
central and fundamental in her own age0w® Bieks was her
most violent detractor, hut, nonetheless, his was a common
complaint|: it was voiced also, if- in milder terms, foj such
critics as Glifton Fadiman and Lionel frillingo So common
was this line of criticism, in fact, that, as Bayton
Eohler has observed, "'to say that she had been defeated by
the realities of American life had become a critical common
place by 1@S'§0,6i® ' But to her defenders this point of view
was unnecessarily limited, and they maintained that "there
are qualities, over and beyond theories of criticism
grounded in the self-conscious historic moment, that give
her work the inner warmth and outward stamp of arto"^ The
most ardent of them, J0 Donald Adams, defined what those
qualities wereg:

I© contemporary novelist has suffered more solemn 
nonsense at the hands of those critics who would 
reduce literature to a department of sociology 
Ijbhan Villa CatherJ = "Enable to deny the purity and 
quiet illumination of her art, they mournfully 
shake their heads over her "retreat" into the se
curity of the.Gatholi© tradition, and reproach her 
with having lost contact with the world in which 
she lives6 Should we not ask of the artist, not to 
what world he goes, but what he brings back from
it S o o o

I believe that the least important thing about 
a creative writer's work is his choice of material; 
what matters is the degree of truth, of art, and of

F Mil (1 @®S), 70@o
6  "Villa Gather, 88 Go liege malish. IX (1S47), 10 o
7Ibid»s p0 lEo



Illumination whieh. he can bring to ita The basic 
problems of life are repetitive and eternal| they 
are the individual9s relation to himself, to his 
fellows and to @od0®

Ma we might gather from this brief history of the 
controversy surrounding her fiction, Willa Gather9s interest 
in the past is one of the major cruxes of her art; and, as 
we might logically suppose, it is particularly mo In the 
case of her two historical novels. Death Gomes for the 
Archbishop and Shadows on the Rocko In a sense, all of the 
problems arising from Kiss Gather9 s use of the past concern# 
trate in them; they have been frequently criticised for 
their lack of drama, their softened focus, their restricted 
range of human emotion© These sum up the worst that can 
be said of Willa Gather, or, indeed, of any writer##that her 
work has no bearing upon "life as men, in their collective 
experience, understand it0M® This is both a more extensive 
and a more serious criticism than that of Granville licks, 
and we must determine the truth of it before we can begin 
to make any serious assessment of Miss Gather9s contribution 
to literatureo

Ultimately, Willa Gather9s defense rests upon the 
fact that she was &• highly experimental writer##a fact 
almost universally ignored by her critics#«and hence that

®The Shape of Books to Gome (lew fork, 1944), 
ppo i8i#isa,

®I.ouis Kronenberger, "Willa Gather,"' !Bhe Bookman0 
LXXIV (19S1), 140o
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the eonventional gaps in her novels were filled, by other 
means than plot and ©haraeterizatiOBo We eanaot ignore, 
at least, her extensive comments on the composition of 
Death Gomes for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Roekg and 
we ought, therefore, to Inquire into the means by which she 
attempted to compensate for the lack of drama in theffiu Art, 
after all, continually remakes its own erit©ria»-»@xperi- 
mentation would be to no end were this not so«=”=and we ought 
to defer our judgment on the experimental novel until we 
have explored all of its possibilities» Keeping these 
considerations in mind, we shall in the following chapters 
undertake to discover what led Willa Gather to her interest 
in the past? what her vision of the past has to tell us, not 
necessarily about our society, but about any society at all® 
and, finally, how she brought to bear upon this material 
the techniques of her craft, transforming it into lasting 
art*



CHAPTER I

THE BROKEN WORLD
'•'Our present is ruined-̂ -but we had a beautiful pasteK

®»Willa Gatherl

When Wills; Gather pronounced that "the world broke 
in two in 1923 or thereaboutsg "• she spoke, unconsciously 
perhaps, for an entire age* It hardly matters, of course, 
whether she dated the break precisely^ what matters is that 
she recognized a widely felt phenomenon of her era and 
ours®»the sense of loss and meaninglessness that has con
ditioned much of the art and thought of our time =, Just 
how wide-spread that phenomenon was, and is, can be deter® 
mined by counting a few of its many echoes g Dada; the 
"Lost Generation"y The Waste Landg the Theatre of the 
Absurdg: L8Etre et le leant0 The universality of the sen® 
timent extended even to the imagery, and in words that 
might have been Hiss Gather,s Gabriel Marcel wrote %

Bon81 you feel sometimes that we are living „ e » 
if you can call it living * . * in a broken world?
Yes, broken like a broken watch. The mainspring 
has stopped working, Just to look at it nothing has 
changedo Everything is in placeo But put the watch 
to your ear, and you don't hear any ticking0 You 
know what I'm talking about, the world, what we 
call the world of human creatures „ e » it seems

■̂In conversation, quoted in Elizabeth Shepley Sere 
geant, Willa Gathers A Memoir (Lincoln, lebo, 1963), p0 121



to me it must have had. a heart at one time, hut to# 
day you would say the heart had stopped beating

Like Marcels and like many another writer of her day, 
WiXXa Gather was concerned with discovering what it was that 
had made this heart stop beatingo Of particular interest 
in this regard, because it attempted to answer this question 
for our own culture, was a book which appeared in 1082## 
Civilization in the United States0 Edited by Harold Stearns, 
this work was, in effect, m fmll#seale indictment of the 
United States by thirty of its most renowned writers and 
thinkerso Many of the specific indictments of these critics®# 
that the American artist was insufficiently nourished by 
his society| that intellectual life had become merely an 
appendage of business lifef that America was, in effect, a 
8,third#rate civilization,{®#®have perhaps become common# 
placesjf; but in respect to Villa Gather8s own response to 
her times, the common conclusions they tended toward are of 
some significance, Stearns listed these conclusions as 
three t 1) that in every branch of American life there 
existed a sharp dichotomy between preaching and practice|
2 :) that American civilization had not paid sufficient 
attention to the foreign elements that contributed to itg

%i© Monde Gasse<, quoted in Gabriel Marcel, The 
Mystery of Being (ChleagQ0 IBS®)-, I, 2.S#B76

®Van Wyek Brooks, "The Literary Life," Glvilizatiom 
in the United States 0 edo Harold Stearns (New.York, 1922), 
p0 190 o



3) that the most pathetio fact in American social life was 
emotional and aesthetic starvation/^

It is not difficult to see that in her fiction Miss 
Gather was drawing upon her observation of something like 
these very problems 0 What Stearns went on to say on his 
second points for instance* she had known all alongg 
{,Wnless we begin seriously to appraise and warmly to cher
ish the heterogeneous elements which make up our life* and 
to see the common element running through all of them* we 
shall remain 0 * 0  a polyglot boarding-house0 She had 
learned this when* as a small girl* she had ridden her 
pony to the many foreign settlements scattered over the 
Nebraska prairie (there were* she tells us in “Nebraska®
The End of the First Cycle*w three foreign immigrants in 
the state in 1910 for every one native-born American)® and 
listened to the stories that later came back to her “like 
white ink before fire.* “Few of our neighbors were Amer
icans *“ she once remarked in an interview-

most of them were Banes * Swedes * Norwegians * and 
Bohemians 0 1 grew fond of some of these immigrants —  
particularly the old women* who used to tell me of 
their home country = I used to think them underrated* 
and wanted to explain them to their neighbors = Iheir

^Stearns* pp. vi-vii.
®Ibido a p. vii.
®These United States <, ed. Ernest Sruening (New York 

1924)* p. 148.



s&©isles used, to go round and round in my head at 
night e fhis was s with ate, the initial impulse o’7

Most of her early works and at least one of her best# My
Antonia« are# of course# the products of this impulse0

She■was aware# too# of the emotional and aesthetic
starvation that Stearns spoke of# doubtless from her years
in Pittsburgh and Mew York when# as a journalist and later
a magazine editor# she had met and come to know many of the
outstanding artists of the day# fhis awareness accounts
for another current in her writing# of which such classic
stories as ,ll'fhe Sculptor’s FuneralM and "Paul’s Oase#Ri and
such novels as fhe Song of the hark and Lucy Qatyheart are
the best expression* fhe common theme in these and in
other stories of the kind is that of the confrontation of
the artist or the sensitive individual with a philistine
society that rejects him or# at the very least# offers him
no encouragement in his iu.est for self-fulfillment*

fhere is in her work# finally# an awareness of the
disparity between preaching and practice in much of American
life# although her response to this was not as vehement as
that which characterizes the works of many of her con temper-#
arieso She was no Sinclair lewisg she saw the Babbitts
around her, but had not the inclination# nor perhaps the ab»
illty to portray them with lewis’s savage irony, fhe

^latrobe ©arroll, "Villa Sibert Gather*"' fhe Bookman, 
1111 (193:1)# 313,



XI
closest she came to portraiture of this kiiad was in the
descriptions of the two clergymen in The Song of the hark
and of Bald Boyce in One of Ours 0 All three are types of 
religious hypocrisy and spiritual dessieation* Mr0 Eron«-
berg and Mr, Larsem are self-important preachers of empty
religious sentiments^athe latter chose the ministrys in 
fact, “because it seemed to him the least laborious of all 
callingsM'®-aand Enid is a religious zealot who lacks human 
warmth and emotions. But if these are less sardonic studies 
than those of Lewiss the reason is perhaps that they touch 
a level of meaning beneath the satirical level of conscious 
hypocrisy and double-dealing, 1/hat interested Miss Gather 
about this defect in American life was not its operations$ 
but its causes 3 she believed that there had once existed a 
nobler society, and she put her art to the task of illumin
ating the differences between that society and this, For 
her the disparity between preaching and practice was merely 
a symptom of something more fundamentally wrong— one 
symptom, we may add, among many.

What the disease was that accounted for these 
symptoms was, in a word, materialism. The word hardly 
needs definition beyond saying that for Willa Gather it 
was nearly synonymous with “machine culture“W^the machine, 
at least, was symbolic of the worst effects of the cultp: of

®W!l!a Gather, The Song of the Lark (Cambridge, 
lass,, 1©S7), p, B©9,



wealth and comfort— and represented an incursion of the 
non-ahuman into the province of the humans a complete in= 
version of the noble motives that drove her pioneers, poets, 
and priests<s She was often criticized for seeing this 
matter in terms so black and white| but the new culture 
represented such a pervasive threat to everything that was 
vital and valuable to her that, like Sabrielle longstreet, 
the heroine of 11 The Old Beauty,H she had an almost physical 
revulsion toward ito Gubrielle, the darling of a vanished 
Victorian society, is living out her years on the French 
Rivierao On a drive in the country one afternoon, the car 
in which she is riding narrowly misses, colliding with one 
driven by two coarse, casually dressed American women„
The shock of this precipitates her death the next day«-»the 
shock, that is, not of the near accident, but of the en
counter with these ”creaturescw "Such an afternoon to put 
you through!her companion says to her0 "It was natural, 
wasn’t it, after such a morning?" she replies0 "After one 
has been exalt/e0 there usually comes a shock0 Oh, I don’t 
mean the bruises we got! I mean the white breecheso

This is admittedly an extreme statement on Miss 
Gather’s part, but the reasons for it become clearer if we 
consider some of her remarks on the debilitating effects 
of materialism upon human values0 Writing in "Mebraska,W;

%ifllla Gather, "The Old Beauty, *' The Old Beauty 
and Others (lew York, 1948), p, 6 8 =,



for example9 she remarked of the modern generation of 
Nebraskans g

Their fathers came Into the wilderness and had to 
make everything, had to be as ingenious as ship
wrecked sailorso The generation now in the driver’s 
seat hates to make anything, wants to live and die 
in an automobile, scudding past those acres where 
the old men used to follow the long eorn-rows up 
and downo They want to buy everything ready-made ° 
clothes, food, education, music, pleasure,3-®

And previously, in an interview in New York, she had said:
The Frenchman doesn’t talk nonsense about art, 
about self^expression; he is too greatly occupied 
with building the things that make his home« His 
house, his garden, his vineyards, these are the 
things that fill his mindo He creates something 
beautiful, something lasting, 0 « ,

Restlessness such as ours, success such as 
ours, do not make for beauty= Other things must 
come firsts good cookery, cottages that are homes, 
hot playthingss gardens, reposec These are first 
rate things, and out of first rate stuff art is 
made. It is possible that machinery has finished 
us as far as this is concerned. Nobody stays at 
home any more g nobody makes anything beautiful 
any more <■> H

These passages are interesting for two reasons0 

First, Miss Gather was speaking of the decline of art, but 
of what we would have to call "the art of livingH rather 
than specifically of fine art. Her condemnation here was 
not aimed specifically at the artist (although elsewhere he 
does not escape so easily), but at man in his capacity as 
artist— as the organizer, builder, lawgiver who creates

3-®#ruenimg, p, 152,
H%uoted in Brown, pp, 226-227,
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civilization and perpetuates it* Hhat she wished to point 
out was that material progress produces a general weakening 
of the will that strikes at the very core of civilizations 
that the shallow cravings it excites and easy satisfactions 
it supplies threaten even the most fundamental valuess not 
to mention the great ones.

Second, she singles out the machine as the specific 
cause of this threat0 There seems to have been for Miss 
Gather something evil about machines per s.e, for she never 
had a good word to say about them; she abhorred the auto
mobile, which was for her "misshapen and sullen, like an 
ugly threat in a stream of things that were bright and 
beautiful and aliveoM̂  Fundamentally, her complaint was 
that the machine made things too easy, did too much of man's 
work for him, and by that much loosened his control over 
life-s "We have music by machines,“■ she once said, "we 
travel by machines#=*the American people are so submerged 
in them that sometimes 1 think they can only be made to 
laugh and cry by machineryc $6î® We can perhaps understand, 
then, how Miss Gather, a woman of strong character herself, 
might well have detested the physical and moral laxity that 
seemed to her to attend technological progress; and why it 
was always her hope "that something went into the ground

l^Willa Gather, "Coming, Aphrodite!re Youth and the 
Bright Medusa (Hew York,.1920), p 0 150

^Browm, p„ 226 „



with those pioneers that will one hay come out again , „ . 
not only in sturdy traits of character, but in elasticity 
of mind, in an honest attitude toward the realities of life, 
in certain qualities of feeling and imagination0

In her fiction Willa Gather portrayed the debil-* 
itating effects of the new machine civilization most com* 
pletely in the character of Glaude Wheeler in One of Ourso 
Of this novel#=wrltten, significantly, in 1922"*B0 K»
Brown wrote that "what Willa Gather wished to show was how 
a boy who had an exceptional nature, but no exceptional 
gift or strength of will, was undergoing a slow strangu* 
lation of intellect and feeling until the war provided an 
escape from lebraska0M In a sense, then, Glaude is not 
unlike Paul of the story "Paulas Gase"?, each is an indiv
idual whose "conviction that there was something splendid 
about life, if he could but find itĤ ® is denied by the 
social circumstances of his life* For Paul the way out is 
crime and suicide, for Glaude the war-— both significant 
testimony to Miss Gather9s belief about the plight of the 
sensitive individual in our society<,

But the society she portrayed in One of Ours poses 
a much greater threat than that of a merely passive obstacle

l̂ G-ruening, pp. 148*149.
Brown, p„ 218.

ISWilla Gather, One of Ours (New York, 1954), p« 105



for if Glau.de has %o exceptional gift or strength of will,® 
it is at least in part because his environment actively 
undermines his chances of acquiring them. Exceptional 
natures are inborn, but this is not quite the case with 
exceptional gifts and strength of will, which are to a 
great degree products of training0 Thea Kronberg of The 
Song of the Lark had all three, but she would never have 
discovered her voice and won her way to operatic fame had 
not the dreary town of Moonstone had a Ray Kennedy, a Dr, 
Archie, and a Professor Wunseh who recognized her hidden 
talents and did all within their means to help her to 
discover and develop them. The means may have been slender, 
but they were enough,

Glamde’a plight, on the other hand, is that there 
is no one in a position to help him who cares what kind of 
nature he has. Just the reverse § everyone, including most 
of the members of his family, seem dedicated to thwarting 
him. He wants to enroll at the state university, but his 
father insists that he attend a small denominational college 
run by clergymen cast in the mold of Mr, Kronberg and Mr, 
Jensen, When, on his own, he enrolls in a history course 
at the university and begins to show some aptitude for 
scholarly research, he is called home to manage the farm.
In every case it is the business ethic that opposes him, and 
the greatest index to the force it carries is the fact that 
he acquiesces so readily=-*ewen Paul is, imaa sense, a more



active ehapa-eter* Claude is led so far, in fact, by the 
unanimity of the front presented against him̂ -=the few 
people who sympathize with him are themselves in varying 
degrees trapped by this system— t© question himself and his 
motives, to ask if he is not somehow mistaken in his desires0 

$he maehine, of course, is ultimately behind all 
of Claudef s problems» The cellar of the Wheeler house is 
cluttered with machines and parts of machines, the remains 
of a younger brother’s obsession with the mechanical0 

Claude hates the sight of them; and when he reflects that 
"the money this wreckage cost would have put a boy through 
college decently" (pc SO), we see foreshadowed in the re# 
mark the frustration of his own college ambitions0 The 
point is not, of course, that the Wheelers cannot afford 
to send Claude to college, but that their acquisitive 
natures preclude any interest in a calling that does not 
show results0 When, in speaking of a friend, Claude tells 
his brother layliss, !t 8Julius is going abroad to study this 
falld He intends to be a professor,8w the reply he receives 
is characteristicg "’What’s the matter with him? Does he 
have poor health?’w (p0 90jo

More importantly, however, it is a machine that 
precipitates Claude into the worst error of his life— his 
marriage to Enid Boyce» In a symbolic episode, Claude, now 
the conscientious manager of his father’s farm, is plowing 
a field with a team of mules when the sudden noise of an



cmeoming truek earns©s them to bolt and drag him into a 
barbe&swire fence«, His face is badly raked, and eventually 
erysipelas sets in0 During his illness Enid eomes xm» 
expectedly to see him and to serve as his nurse0 This 
sudden vision of her as a ministering angel awakens in him 
the youth, vitality, and desire that had become dormant 
beneath the frustration of his ambitions, awakens the sense 
of ^something splendid about life"g and blinded to the 
faults he. knows her to possess, he marries herc

The vision begins to wear off on their wedding 
night, however, when Enid locks Claude out of their rail- 
road compartment on the flimsiest of pretexts and forces 
him to sleep in the smoking ear0 She turns out, in fact, 
to be something of a machine herself, completely unfeeling, 
even to the point of physical revulsion toward her husband8s 
affectionso She spends most of her time roaring about the 
countryside in an automobile, passing out "literature" in 
the cause of prohibition^ and when the opportunity presents 
itself she leaves Claude to join her sister in the China 
missions, from which she never returns. She is an idealist 
of sorts, but, like the civilization that nourished her, 
her heart has stopped beating, ^

The most significant comment upon Claudees dilemma, 
and indirectly upon the entire society, is that he must go 
to war to give meaning to his life. He comes to believe 
that in fighting for the cause of French civilization and



all that it represents of art and learning he is fighting
t© prevent the kind of world being prepared by the likes of
his brother Bayllss „ But in that direction lay only illu*.
sion; for, as WilXa Gather makes quite clear In the closing
chapter of the novel, the war was to prove untrue to its
own promiseo Had Glaude lived to return home, his idealism
would have been shattered by "the flood of meanness and
greed that had been held back just long enough for the boys
to go over, and then swept down and engulfed everything
that was left at home,t: (pc 4©@)o Reflecting upon this,
Claude’s mother makes the final statement of the novels

She would have dreaded the awakening,»=»she some» 
times even doubts whether he could have borne at 
all that last, desolating disappointmentc One by 
one the heroes of that war, the men of dazzling 
soldiership, leave prematurely the world they have 
come back t© 0 Airmen whose deeds were tales of 
wonder, officers whose names made the blood of 
youth beat faster, survivors of incredible dangers,—  
one by one they quietly die by their own hand. . . . 
they were the ones who had hoped extravagantly,=«who 
in order to do what they did had to hope extra
vagantly, and to believe passionately. And they 
found they had hoped and believed too much. But one 
she knew, who could ill bear disillusion . « . safe, 
safe (pp. 4i8«=4B9)o

Claude had been saved, but only by an illusion, 
because for Wiila Gather that was all that this broken world
had to offers the realities had all been destroyed. She 
suicidal note upon which she ended ©ne of Ours was, in fact, 
an apt illustration of the kind of world she was depicting, 
a world divided against Itself, a world informed with the 
power of negation. Again with Marcel she might have saids



,8Suicidej, until ©up o'wn times, was an Individual possibility, 
it seemed to apply only to the individual case* It seems 
now to apply to the ease of the whole human worlde 0 -> o one
may be tempted to say that this new possibility is only part
of the price we pay for the amazing progress of our times 0 11 ̂

One of Ours was, in a sense, a ^crisis" novel, and
it turned the direction of Wills Gather's work away from 
what Louis Kronenberger has called her “period of affirm* 
at ion o I n  her next few novels she continued to chart 
the downward course of modern civilization0 In A Lost Lady 
she traced the downward curve of the turn^or#the#cemtury 
pioneer society, with its qualities of heroism, integrity, 
mobility; and the upward curve of the entrepreneur class 
which a generation later was to have acquired such a hold 
on Claude Wheeler's Nebraska0 In Eae Professor's louse 
she returned to the theme that had occupied her in One of 
Ours<, but this time in. terms of a middle-aged professor 
who is incapable of grasping at such an illusion as that 
which sanctified Claude's death6 The book is, for this 
reason, at once a more mature and a less hopeful statement 
of the themeo The professor has fought his battles, spent 
his youth in the service of his ideals, and at last comes 
face to face with the entrenched materialism that Claude

^ The Mystery of Being* 1 , 28„
18Willa Gather,M The Bookman. LXZIV (19S1), passim.



W0 U.X& have had to fa.ee had he returned from the war 0 
Smieide again suggests itself* but in this ease the pro=* 
fessor’a will has been so broken that he does not even have 
it in his power to let himself die when a freak accident
gives him the opportunity,, At novel8 s end he has taken the
only course open to him* to live his life with stoic re<* 
signationg

He had never learned to live without delighto And 
he would have to learn to* just as* in a frohib**
ition country* he supposed he would have to learn
to live without sherryo Theoretically he knew that 
life is possible* may be even pleasant* without 
Joy* without passionate griefs 0 But it had never 
occurred to him that he might have to live like 
thato^®

Having gone this far* Villa Gather had all but 
exhausted what she had to and could say about the cult of 
materialism in the modern world„ She turned* then* in her 
next book* My Mortal Enemy,, to a rather unconvincing 
affirmation Of religious values„ But this book was to be* 
in fact* nothing more than an interludeg for she had already 
by the time of the publication of She Professor's House 
been "filtering through her blood" (a phrase given her by 
Stephen Crane) the materials that were to crystallize into 
her masterpiece* Death Gomes for the Archbishopo With this 
novel she turned completely back to the source of the ideals 
and values she had seen destroyed in the modern world,,

^®Willa Gather* The Professor8s House (Hew York* 1985)*
p<j 282 o



Whether this new direction of her art represents an 
"escape," however, is a question still to he answered* $© 
be sure, she was completely etaS of sympathy with the present; 
but, on the other hand, her art had always dealt with the 
past * With few exceptions ̂°-Qne of Ours is the most important 
of theme—her novels had always dealt with memories of her 
childhood* Beyond that, in one of her earliest stories,
"The Enchanted Bluff," she had shown an interest in the 
cliff dwellers and the Indian cultures that define for her 
one aspect of the heroic past; and she had used these 
materials with conscious artistic purpose in both The Song 
of the lark and The Professor *s House* likewise, the whole 
complex of ideas that came to be associated with French 
culture in Death Gomes for the Archbishop and Shadows on the 
Bock=—and, indeed, before that in One of Qurs*>*»had already 
appeared in the guises of the Bohemian and Scandinavian 
elements of such novels as Q Pioneers I and My Antonia*

When we speak of Villa Gather8s use of the past, 
then, we must do so in terms of the entire spectrum of her 
works| to consider the two "problem" novels. Death Pomes 
for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Bock* in isolation is, 
in effect, to break the continuity of a theme of which they 
are the culmination * All she was doing in these works was, 
in a sense, making fuller use of old materials, drawing out 
the latent possibilities in them, opening up wider fields 
of application* To say this does not remove all, or



necessarily even any, of the problems associated with the 
novels, of course| but it does take the question out of the 
realm of sociological criticism and put it on the more 
solid footing of aesthetics0 Consideration of the social 
significance of these works leading to rather obvious and 
fruitless conclusions, what we must eventually consider is 
how they achieve universal signifieance^-if they do at 
all****through form and other principles of literary crafts** 
manshipo And the best entry into this question is through 
consideration of the ways in which Miss Gather’s early 
works prefigure what she was to attempt in Death Gomes for 
the Archbishop and Shadows on the Rocko



TWO TMD1HOHS
’■Should we not ask of the artist, not to what world 
he goes, but what he brings back from ittM

Donald Adams

The problems arising out of Willa Gather*s "retreat" 
into the past foeus, of eourse, on her two historical novels. 
Death Gomes for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Rocko 
Accordingly, critical opinion of these novels varies widely, 
ranging from Clifton Fadiman's opinion that Death Gomes for 
the Archbishop represents a "diminution of vitality" in 
Miss Gather's career,& to Arthur Hobson Quinn's that in the 
same work she "rose to her greatest heighto11̂ But, as the
very concepts of diminishing and rising suggest, these books
stand at the end of a long period of experimentation with 
the elements that went into their making; hence their mean-= 
ing for us will depend to a great extent upon our understanding 
of their relation to the works that precede them,.

There is, indeed, a common theme running through 
lisa Gather's fiction that #akea comparison possible* She
made it explicit in One of Ours g "Dife was so short that it

^"Willa Gather; The Past Recaptured," Mation,
GXXXY (1038.), S65*

^American Fiction (Mew York, 1956), p 0 691*



Bt@amfc bo thing at all mless it were continually reinforced 
by something that enduredg unless the shadows of individual 
existence came and went against a background that held 
together18 (pe 406) 0 We catch an echo of this theme in the 
very title of Shadows on the Rooks we find another in Miss 
Gather8a remarks on the Golden Legend, which was one of the 
inspirations for Death Gomes for the Archbishops f8lt is as 
though all human experiences, measured against one supreme 
spiritual experience, were of about the same importance„ 
Bach of her stories enacts itself against such a background, 
which provides the standard by which that story is judged0 

But in the overall scheme of her art there is not one back* 
ground for Q Pioneers!, another for Shadows on the Rock, 
lather, it is as though the entire body of her fiction 
repeated the method of any single work, and, as in a tap* 
estry woven of many colors and depicting many stories, the 
entire gallery of her characters lived out their lives 
against the common background of values which Miss Gather 
found embodied in the civilizations of Europe and in the 
indigenous cultures of the American Indian*

Willa Gather had very early contact with both of 
these worlds and their separate traditions through her 
experiences with the immigrant peoples of lebraska and her 
frequent visits to the cliff dweller ruins of the Southwes t *

^,,©n Death Comes for the Archbishop." Villa Gather 
on Writing (lew York, 1962)s p0 9*



That her response to them went deep goes without sayingg 
she drew upon them and upon her feeling for them in her 
earliest works, and continued to do so through two separate 
lines of development that meet in Death Gomes for the 
Archbishop0 But as her art matured, this response cor« 
respondingly deepened, particularly when the drift of the 
modern world toward mediocrity and valuelessness precipe 
itated the spiritual crisis of her age that she portrayed 
so devastatingly in One of Ourso If we trace these lines 
of development, then**-the one through the Nebraska novels 
and One of Qura n the other through The Song of the Dark 
and The Professor8s House°°we shall observe Miss Gather 
making greater use of the symbolic potential of her material 
at the same time as she was acquiring a surer grasp of 
certain principles of form.0

fhe Old World in the New 
When Alexander»s Bridge appeared in 1912., it was an 

immediate popular success and established once and for all 
Willa Gather1s reputation as a writer0 But no sooner had 
the book been published than the author herself began dis«*» 
paraging it to friends as being too artificial, too 
“literaryotl She had written it, she admitted, with a 
novice writer8s notion of what constitutes “interesting 
material?* for a novel, and nothing had seemed more interesting 
at the time than the drawing room life of Boston and Dondon,



©bout whieh she knew practically nothing. It was a shallow 
effort| the hook she was even then writing was more her 
style. She was snre no one would he interested, in it hut 
herself5 because it was "concerned entirely with heavy 
farming people11 and ws@t in Nebraska ̂ of all places & 1,1 

Moreover5 the farmers were Swedes 9 a class' of people who 
had never before appeared in American writing except in 
comic roles. That was all right| she was writing only to 
please herself,^

But when Q Bioneersg was published it became an even 
greater success than Alexander * s Bridge, It was not that 
she had misrepresented the taste of the American publicg 
rather,, the book was not about "heavy farming people” at 
alls it was about Europeans with a long cultural history 
who just happened to be farmers, This novel and its company 
ion. My Antonia, were the fruit not only of her childhood 
observation of the foreigners among whom -she had grown up, 
but, more importantly, of her feeling for the confrontation 
of the European sensibility with the raw Mew World which is 
so much a part of our own cultural history. In them she 
was doing something newt she was undertaking the serious 
assessment of the European element in America which the 
writers of Oivlllmatlon in the United States were to call 
for almost a decade later,

4See Wllla Gather, "My First Movels,» Willa Gather



Her jmstifieation for writing abomt the Swedes and 
Bohemians in © Pioneers 1a if she needed any, appears in a 
remark which ©arl Dimstram makes to Alexandra Bergson in the 
novelg ,f8lsn°t it qpeerg there are only two or three 
hmman storiesp and they go on repeating themselves as 
fiercely as if they had never happened before . „ » < ” 6  

In Nebraska as elsewhere p: Willa Gather saw, life followed 
the common round of hmman events»*birth, love, marriage, 
death«#and, moreover, achieved heroic proportions against 
the backdrop of the -"wild lando® It is the land in this 
novel against which "the shadows of individual existence" 
come and go. Yet behind the land, in the shadows of the 
past history of the immigrantss looms an even larger back** 
ground-ŝ the tradition and culture they brought with them 
from the ©Id World0 The land itself takes its value from 
that traditlon^="'John Bergson had the Old-World belief that 
land, in itself, is desirable" (p,, 19)**a# do the lives 
of the individual charactersg. "Her© you are an individual, " 1 

Carl tells Alexandra on one of his visits from the city,
"you have a background of your own, you would be missed0 

But off there in the cities there, are thousands of rolling 
stones like m©o We are all alikeg we have no ties, we know 
nobody, we ©wh nothing" (p0 1©5) 6

If John Bergson and others of the first generation 
of immigrants die without seeing their labors come to

®Wi 11a Gather, Q Pioneers I (Boston, 1937), pe 1©H0



frmition, howeverg it is because ,8tnany of them had. never 
worked ©m a farm until they took up their homesteads =
$hey had. been handwerkers at home g. tailors s locksmiths ̂ 
joiners « 0 »H' (p0 19) 0 Heavy farming peoplef No| these 
were the men whom Willa Gather spoke of in "Nebraskas Ir who 
had come into the wilderness and had to make everything9 

"had to be as ingenious as shipwrecked sailors"§ these 
were the pioneers whose "qualities of feeling and imagine 
ation" she hoped would one day reappear 0 Alexandra had 
her inheritance from such as theyg "J’ortunate country, that 
is one day to receive hearts like Alexandra's into its 
bosom, to give them out again in the yellow wheat, in the 
rustling corn, in the shining eyes of youth I" (p. 2 ,6 8 ) 0

fhe special value of the European contribution for 
Willa Gather, then, was that it "heinf©reed” the relatively 
young life of our country with "something that endured1*-® 
with a viable and meaningful tradition0 If her novels 
give us little of the historical background of that trad® 
ition, however, it is because she portrayed it in its 
more limited domestic scene0 Occasionally we do get a 
glimpse of the momentous history behind the immigrants, as 
when in 0 Pioneers I Emil Bergson and Marie Shabata discuss 
the martyrdom of John Hussg but her own focus had more in 
common with her later observation on the Frenchmans "His 
house, his garden, his vineyards, these are the things that 
fill his mind,"'



Houses and. gardens, shelter and food#-these are at 
the foundation of civilisation because they both sustain the 
family and the community and provide the means for dealing 
with whatever threatens their existence0 Shis is the reason 
why Mrs, Bergson "for eleven years 0 .• „ had worthily striven 
to maintain some semblance of household order amid eon# 
ditions that made order difficult" (p0 25)% it is her one 
means of preserving the family units M'° » » her unremitting 
efforts to repeat the routine of her old life amid new 
surroundings had done a great deal to keep the family from 
disintegrating morally and getting careless in their ways" 
(p0 2S)o For lrs0 Bergson keeping domestic ©rder##eo©king$, 
preserving, making garden in the spring^-takes on the 
quality of a ritualg indeed, repeats in scale the great 
ritual cycle of the land itself=

Willa Gather’s interest in the minutiae of every
day living, them, is a positive aspect of her artistic 
techniqueo It is not a means of excluding from her fiction 
the harsher side of reality (what then are we to make of 
the rather horrifying description of the murder of Emil and 
Marie1?)| rather, it is a way of seeing the whole. In the 
part, of imaging the entire composition in the detailo 
Harry Hartwiek has remarked that "the real Triumph18 of 
Miss Gather’s art is her ability "to lend spiritual impli
cations to such things as a potsherd , * „ a bunch of 
wilted flowers , „ a plow silhouetted against the



stmo11 ® And fo Ko Whipple has voiced a similar opinions 
« 0 o o Miss Gather has imparted her thrills toy means of the 
subtly significant o «> 0 « she still stirs the reader by 
means of the detail charged with meanings the implication 
which creates a brief flash and a sharp, poignant Instant*-*?

In My Antonia Miss Gather used this same means to 
complete the picture she had begun in © Pioneers Ig here 
she wished to show in part what can happen when domestic 
tranquillity is missing 0 For Mr* Shi inertia % s suicide is, 
at bottom, the result of his inability to confront the harsh 
conditions of the frontier from a stable and ordered center 
of existence* He, like John Bergson, is a cultured man but 
not a farmer| neither, however, is Mrs* SMmerda a home* 
makero In stark contrast to the Bergsons, the Shimerdas 
live in utter squalor, partly because of their poverty, but 
largely because Mrs* SMmerda would rather complain about 
what she doesn't have than try to make the best of what she 
does * HWe were willing to believe that Mrs» Shimerda was 
a good housewife in her own country, * Jim Burden says of 
her, **but she managed poorly under new conditions „ *
The effect of this on the old man is devastating6 A lively

®The Foreground of American Fiction (Hew York, 1954),
p0 400*

Spokesmeng Modern Writers and American Life (Hew 
York, 1908), p, 148*

%illa Gather, My Antonia (Boston, 1949), p0 SS,



individual and a musician in the old country, he broods 
constantly over his change of fortunes and refuses even to 
play his fiddle0 He frequently visits the Burden home, 
lingering long, “enjoying «. »■ * the atmosphere of comfort 
and security" (p0 §9) 0 "I suppose,!r Jim reflects during 
one of these visits, "in |h© crowded clutter of their cave, 
the old man had come to believe that peace and order had 
vanished from the earth, or existed only in the old world 
he had left so far behind" (p6 §9) 6

With her youthful resilience Antonia survives 
relatively untouched by her father's suicide, but the new 
burden of farm labor his death forces upon her threatens 
to turn her into a drudge 0 What saves her is her experience 
with the Harlings, a large, closely-knit Norwegian family 
who live in town» At the suggestion of Hrs0 Burden 1$pb0 
Marling hires Antonia as a housekeeper, teaches her to 
cook and sew, and restores to her some measure of fern# 
ininity and refinement<> Moreover, her participation in 
the life of the family itself restores her youth» These 
are all compensations for the things her own family should 
have given her and did note As Mrs* Burden saysg "When 
she first came to this country * * * and had that genteel 
old man to watch over her, she was as pretty a girl as 
ever I saw * * * Things would have been very different with 
poor Antonia if her father had lived" (p0 105)0



She relationship between the Harlings and Antoni a 5, 
and between the Burdens and the Shitoerdass introduces a new 
element into Wills- Gather’s evocation of pioneer Nebraska, 
the idea that the pioneer stock was strengthened when the 
transplanted life of the Q M  World was grafted onto, rather 
than set apart from, the vigorous life of the Hew« In 
0 Pioneersg Miss Gather gave some Intimation of this pro- 
cess when she had Alexandra, against the wishes of her 
family, buy up vast acres of apparently worthless land 
after the example of American speculators0 frying to 
convince her brothers of the wisdom of her decision, she 
observed# "The men in town who are buying up other people’s 
land don’t try to farm it0 they are the men to watch, in 
a new countryo Set’s try to do like the shrewd ones 0 » o" 
(0 floneersgo p0 S@ ) 0 In My Antonia she made this theme 
explicito The "hired girls," it is true, are better than 
the mediocre citi&emry of Black Hawk, but not so much that 
they cannot learn from themo Antonia is the first to re
cognize her debt when Jim tells her, "’You ought never to 
have gone to town, Tony„ ’ 86 Mi’0h, I’m glad I went $,811 is 
her replyo "’I’d never have known anything anything about 
cooking or housekeeping if I hadn’t,, I learned nice ways 
at the Harlings’, and I’ve been able to bring up my 
children so much better’" (p* 225)o likewise, neither 
Lena Lingard nor Tiny Soderball would have been able to set 
themselves up in respectable businesses in San Francisco



had. it not been foa? the opportunities their experiences in 
the town opened tap for them* As Jim observes t » « they 
had alls like Ant©mia^ been early awakened and made ob« 
servant by coming at a tender age from an old country to 
a newM (p* 131)*

The transposition of European culture to Nebraska 
was9 as WiXla Gather saw9 an important phase in the eon** 
tinuing process of cultural adaptation and assimilation 
which is one of the phenomena of American social life* But 
by the time of the writing of One of Ours in ISSB* she had 
apparently begun to distrust the direction it was taking *
The second and third generations of immigrants appeared 
all too willing to give up the ways of their fathers and 
to follow prevailing customs 1 they wanted 86to live and 
die in an automobile ** g they wanted "to buy everything 
ready«made*M Even lou and Oscar9 Alexandra1s brothers$ 
had desired nothing better than to settle into a convene 
tiomal way of life0 The world she saw through Glaude's 
eyes was too much of a piece3 even the German and American 
civilizations that confronted each other in the war were 
extensions of the same principle g "No battlefield or 
shattered country he had seen was as ugly as this world 
would be if men like his brother Bayliss controlled it alto# 
gether9 " Glaude reflects* "Until the war broke outs he had 
supposed they did control it3 * * * The Prussians had be# 
lieved it9 too, apparently" (One of Ours* p* 41©)*



la all this moaolithi© world only on© country. 
Franc©, seemed to value the things of the spirit, and 
largely because it still preserved its agricultural chare 
aeter« fhere, as Glaude discovered, one could still find 
people who lived close to the land, and had a kind of rev* 
erence toward naturef kept gardens and planted trees like 
those that were being cut down in lebraska because "they 
made the snow drift"; enjoyed good food, good music, and 
managed even in the midst of war to satisfy their taste 
for the finer things of life* There one found the epitome 
of all that civilization stands for0 French civilization 
thus replaced all others in Wllla Gather * s affections and 
became the vehicle for her portrayal in Death Gomes for the 
Archbishop and Shadows on the Bock of all that the 
European tradition has meant for America,

Wllla Gather8a interest in European tradition is 
only half the story of her attitude toward the past, 
however % as early as 19©©, in a short story, "The Enchanted 
Bluff," she had begun to show an interest in the Southwest 
and in the Indian cultures of that region that was to con
tinue all her life„ The story was a slight ©m@e«she did 
not think it even worth including in subsequent collections 
of her stories«=but it foreshadowed things to come0 The 
few brief remarks about the Indian tribe that had once



dwelled mp©n it 6̂»isa peaceful tribe that made cloth and 
pottery$, and „ o o went up there to get out of the wars 
are not very revealing| but they contain the germ of what 
she was to say about mesas and pottery and the pursuit of 
peace in The Song of the Lark and The Professor’s House0 

In method and theme the episodes dealing with the 
cliff dwellers in these two novels are very similaro In 
a letter written to a friend in 1958, Hiss Gather explained 
that just prior to writing The Professor?s House she had 
seen, at an art exhibit, a number of Butch paintings de* 
picting the interiors of houses with windows opening out 
upon the sea0 The effect of this technique was to suggest 
the larger world beyond the window, and it was this effect 
she attempted to reproduce in The Professor's House0 She 
wanted, she wrote, to portray the petty, stifling life of 
the professor’s family and then, with "Tom Outland’s Story," 
"to open the square window and let in the fresh air that 
blew off the Blue Heas. •» @ oK10 jn essence, although she 
professed no similar intentions for it, this is what she 
had attempted to do also in the section of The Song of the 
Bark entitled "The indent People 0e6:

Thea Kronberg, the heroine of The Song of the Bark, 
has escaped the dreary society of Moonstone, Colorado, to

9Willa Gather, "The Enchanted Bluff," Five Stories 
(Hew York, 1958), pB IG*

10#0n The Professor’s House*" ffilla Gather on Writing, 
PPo #1*58-6



study singing in GhioagOy only to find that life among self# 
important people with pretensions to culture#-the “Stupid 
Faces” of this section of the novel#«=can be just as dreary* 
She people she is thrown among depress hers her studies 
exhaust hep-, and after a year she is prepared to give up 
and return home#=*when she happens to meet Fred Ottenburg, 
dapper young heir to a brewery fortune, who suggests that 
she spend the summer among the cliff dweller ruins in 
Panther Canon on his father‘a ranch in Northern Arizona*
She accepts his offer, and in this setting of light and fresh 
air, repose and grandeur, she experiences a renewal of will 
and of purpose that eventually leads her to an illustrious 
career*

The situation sounds trite and melodramatic, but 
Thea finds something very important among the ruins, some
thing more important than time to think about her careers—  
she discovers the past, her past and ours* For in their 
foot#worn paths and tightly constructed houses and painted 
pottery the cliff dwellers had left, not so much the rem
nants of a vanished civilization, but a record of human 
endeavor* The ruins have a voice which speaks to Thea,
%  voice out of the past, not very loud, that went on saying 
a few simple things to the solitude e t e r n a l l y * A  few 
years before. Bay Kennedy, the railroad man who had ond day

llWilla Gather, The Song of the hark (Boston, 1945),
p* 575*



38
hoped, to marry her, had explained this phenomenons ,rHe 
used to say that he never felt the hardness of the human 
struggle or the sadness of history as he felt it among 
those ruins@ He used to say, too, that it made one feel 
an obligation to do one's best"' (p0 395)o This, too, is 
what the voice communicates to Theag

Yes, lay Kennedy was righto All these things 
made one feel that one ought to do one's best, and 
help to fulfil some desire of the dust that slept 
thereo 6 o o In their own way, those people had 
felt the beginnings of what was to comae ®iese pot# 
sherds were like fetters that bound one to a long 
chain of human endeavour (p0 580)0
O O  O  O O O  O O O O O O O O  O O O O O O O O O O O C

Ihe Cliff^Dwellers had lengthened her past* She had 
older and higher obligations (p» 383)0

This discovery is of some importance for defining 
Willa Gather's attitude toward the pastj for, far from 
representing an escape for Thea, the ruins are the means 
by which she is able to return to the world she has momen
tarily left and to live more fully in the present= To 
be sure, she contemplates escape more than once— "Thea 
often felt how easy it would be to dream one's life out 
in some cleft in the world" (p0 575)— but the example of 
the ancients proves too strong for her0 in their dwellings 
and in the designs on the fragments of water jars she reads 
the struggle they had made to order , their harsh existence 
and to create beauty in its midst#-the same struggle that 
is her own. Her discovery is not simply of the difference 
between an heroic past and a valueless present— although 
it is in part that— but primarily of the continuity between

\



@9
past and present* The stream that flows through the ean® 
yon beeomes for Thea the element that unites the two, 
becomes a symbol of life itself? wIn the rapid, restless 
heart of it, flowing swifter than the rest, there was a 
continuity of life that reached back into the old time**
(p0 378)o The entire setting takes on a religious signify 
icance, and inspires in her a reverence for tradition and 
the ideals it embodies =,

In a sense this was to become Villa Gather*s answer 
to the postewar world? not only can we learn from the past, 
our roots are in it? we cannot afford to take it lightly*
But in The Song of the Lark she had not yet acquired the 
control over her art or the understanding of the potential 
of her material to make this message completely convincing* 
Mxi obvious defect of this portion of the novel is that it 
does not grow naturally out of The a Kronberg{a character 
or her struggle to become a great artiste it one point 
Thea reflects that Monly by merest chance had she ever got 
to Panther Canon" (p= 582), and it is this very fact about 
the episode that makes it difficult to accept* In order 
to get Thea to the canyon the machinery of the plot creaks 
a bit in maneuvering Iked and his convenient ranch into 
position at the opportune time *

But if the workings of the plot at this point are 
hard to accept, Thea’s "conversion" is even more so? and the 
primary reason is that Miss Gather had not yet learned to



exploit her symbols so that Biea’s experience has reference
to something real in the situationo A brief comparison
between her experience and Tom OmtlandJs in The Professor *s
House makes this clear„ When Tom first sees his cliff city,
this is the description he gives of it?

o e o I saw a little city of stones asleep0 It was
as still as sculpture##amd something like that0 It 
all hung togethers seemed to have a kind of compos®
itiong pale little houses of stone nestling close
to one another$ perched on top of each other, with 
flat roofs, narrow windows, straight walls, and in 
the middle of the group, a round tower e 2-̂

What The a sees, on the other hand, is this ? w$he houses
stood along In a row, like the buildings in a city block,
or like a barracks” (Larks p0 370)0 We must believe in
Shea*s experience of renewal, of course, because we see
the effects of it in the later progress of the novel; but
we cannot be blamed if our response to these houses and to
the few turkeye-bone needles and pieces of pottery she un#
covers does not match the intensity of hers*

Tom (Jutland”s experience, on the other hand, is
markedly different; It has a sharper focus, and we are not
quite as unwilling to believe that he undergoes a kind of
spiritual conversion as we are with Th©a0 The comparison
is instructive, because it shows how, Miss Gather advanced
in her development and use of the cliff dweller material0

MTom Out land’s Story,,: continues the themes of The Song of

^Willa Gather, The Professor8s House (Hew York, 
1925), po 801.



the Lar-k„ but it displays a surer grasp of the aesthetic 
possibilities and a maturer understanding of the philosophic 
depths of its symbolsthey are given their full value, and 
the episode is more fully integrated into the structure of 
the novele These qualities make The Professor's House the 
most important novel in the line of development that eul=> 
minates in Death Gomes for the Archbishop*

Dike The a, Tom discovers »«= in his ease literally*-* 
a city of cliff dwellings, and comes to understand from 
what he finds in them the continuity of past and present 
and of the human aspirations that link all ages of the human 
community0 But whereas for Thea these things remain vague, 
come to her as "feelings,s and "suggestions" that "were not 
expressible in words" (Dark, p 0 S76), for Tom they arise 
from concrete realities* His response to the city, for 
example, is first of all an aesthetic one, arising out of 
its almost sculptural composition* Continuing his des
cription of the city, he remarks s

It was beautifully proportioned, that tower, 
swelling out to a larger girth a little above the 
base, then growing slender again* There was some
thing symmetrical and powerful about the swell of 
the masonry* The tower was the fine thing that 
held all the jumble of houses together and made
them mean something (p* SOI)*
0 O O 0 . 0  0 O 0 0 O Q O . O  o O O 0 O O O 0 0 O O O O
1 had been to Acoma and the Hop! villages, but I*d 
never seen a tower like that ones It seemed to me 
to mark a difference * Iffelt that only a strong and 
aspiring people would have built it, and a people 
with a feeling for desigh (pp* E0S-S04)*
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P©3? To e 9 th@n9 the mere appearanoe of the oitys and 

partiemlarly of the towers establishes the nobility of its 
vanished, people and links them with the grand theme of human 
desireo And when later in the novel we discover that the 
tower was apparently used for making astronomical obser
vations, this detail ©pens up still another dimension of 
this eulture^-lts high degree of complexity* Thea had 
found a few drills and needles of bone. But Tom and Roddy 
Blake, his partner in the discovery, find surgical instru
ments — “a stone lancet, a bunch of fine bone needles, wooden 
foreepts, and a catheter**' (p* 2 1 2 )» clothes of woven cloth 
and tanned skins § grain storehouses with grain still in 
them; irrigation ditches; and, above all, beautifully 
decorated pottery, whole and in fragments0 These discov# 
eries lead Father Duehene, Tom"s friend and mentor, to 
remark g

"T am inclined to think that your tribe were a sup
erior people* Perhaps they were not so when they 
first came upon this mesa, but in an orderly and 
secure life they developed considerably the arts of 
peace* There is evidence on every hand that they 
lived for something more than food and shelter 
(p* 219)*
d o o o o o © o o -  o o o o o  o. d o o o o o o d o  o osee them here, isolated, cut off from ether 
tribes, working out their destiny, making their 
mesa more and more worthy to be a home for man * * *
They were, perhaps, too far advanced for their time 
and environment86 (pp* 2 2 0 -2 2 1 ) 0

Is there in the reference to the Marts of peace6,1 

an oblique comment on the First World War and the post-war 
world? Perhaps not, but the contrast between savagery and



ci-riliaatioB is there to make of what we willo Ms Father 
Duchene remarks $ !8:?<Wherever humanity has made that hardest 
of all starts and lifted itself out of mere brutalitys is 
a saered spot*" (p0 l§3L)o It is in the pursuit of the 
arts of peaee®=*architeetures pottery making, painting and 
designing*=»and not in war that eiviliaations add to the 
store of human knowledge and render the past valuablec It 
is this pursuits furthermore9 that constitutes the under
lying unity of all ©ivilizations g, Examining some of the 
cliff dwellers 9 pottery. Father Buehene observes t ,|:?1  

have seen a collection of early pottery from the island 
of Creteo Many of the geometrical decorations on these 
jars are not only similar, but, if my memory is trust* 
worthy, identical *" (p0 BSO)e

Just as with Thea, the discovery of the ruins in
spires a kind of religious awe in Tom. From the beginning 
he and Roddy try to keep their find a secret, in order not 
to arouse “vulgar curiosity"; but when they have gone as 
far in exploring the ruins as their knowledge and meagre 
funds will take them, it is decided that Tom must go to 
Washington to enlist the aid of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Tom believes this is the right course to follow, because 
he considers the ruins as a link, not only with the history 
of the race, but above all with the American past. When 
he sets out, then, it is not with any hope of personal gain.
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bmt with a sense that he is fulfilling am obligations "When 
I saw (the mesaj again, I told myself, I would have done my 
duty by it| I would bring back with me men who would under« 
stand it, who would appreciate it and dig out all its 
secrets" (p. SS4) 6

Tom arrives in Washington with high hopes and a 
light heart, and his profound sense of the continuity of , 
past and present is strengthened by his first impression 
of the city. One of his first sights is of the Capitol 
buildings and when he reports, "I stood for a long while 
watching the white dome against a flashing blue sky, with 
a very religious feeling" (p© B2S), we catch the same note 
of reverence as when he is among the ruinst the tower is, 
in a sense, identified with the dome, the symbols of the 
cliff dwellers1 aspirations with those of our own© It 
isn’t long, however, before Tom discovers that the inner 
life of Washington belies the grandeur of its facade0 He 
is very soon tied up in bureaucratic red tape, kept hang
ing on for months by promises and delays, until his 
patience and his money are spent© In disgust he gives up 
his mission and returns to Hew Mexico©

But the biggest blow of all comes when he arrives 
back at the mesa© There he finds that in his absence,Roddy, 
despairing of his success in Washington, has sold all of the 
pottery and other artifacts they have unearthed to a German 
curie hunter© He has done so with the best of intentions.
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hoping with the money to send Tom to colleges but he had
not reckoned on his partner8 s attachment to the ruins„
Tom8a reaction is explosives

,r0 o o I never thought of selling them, because they 
weren8t mine to sell— nor yours I They belonged to 
this countryp to the Statea and to all the people»
They belonged to boys like you and mes that have no 
other ancestors to inherit from* . « » I'm not so 
poor that I have to sell the pots and pans that be
longed to my poor grandmothers a thousand years ago 
(pp0 242-243)o
O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O

There was never any question of money with me, where 
this mesa and its people were eoneermedo They were 
something that had been preserved through the ages 
by a miracle, and handed on to you and me, two poor 
eowpunchers, rough and ignorant 0 0 (p» 244) c

Particularly painful to him is the sale of a mummified 
woman they had discovered and affectionately named ^Mother 
Eve" in obvious reference to the Biblical Eve, the mother 
of the human race® 1881 8d as soon have sold my own grand
mother as Mother Eve— 18d have sold any living woman 
first8M (po 244)» In selling her Roddy had, in effect, 
sold his birthrighto

For Tom, however, the experience is not an entire 
loss0 He spends the rest of the summer alone on the mesa 
after Roddy leaves, and one night the full meaning of the 
experience comes to him?

It all came together in my understanding, as a series 
of experiments do when you begin to see where they 
are leadingo Something had happened in me that made 
it possible for me to co-ordinate and simplify, and 
that process, going on in my mind, brought with it 
great happiness» It was possession* The excitement 
of my first discovery was a very pale feeling com
pared to this © b @ o  For me the mesa no longer was an



adventures but a religious emotion,, X had read of 
filial piety in the Latin poets, and I knew that 
was what I felt for this place !p0 251)0

This knowledge, like Thea8s, directs him back to the present
more aware of his responsibilities, more sure of his purpose
It is this that leads him to enroll at Hamilton College,
where he enters into the life of Professor Stc Peter,

The Professor*s House is thus an important focal
point in the development of Willa Gather8 s use of the past,
not only because It represents a progress in technique
beyond The Song of the Lark, but also because it is a more
mature assessment of the conditions she had portrayed in
One of Oursg for what is important about Tom's experience
among the ruins is the extent to which it qualifies the
materialistic values of the modern world, Tom and Claude
have much in commons both are idealists; both have except**
lonal natures; both find meaning for their lives in the
values of the past; both die in World War One, But the
important difference is that while Claude’s faith in the
war in effect denies the possibility of resolving the
differences between past and present, Tom’s understanding
of the cliff dwellers becomes a means of doing so.

This important difference can best be illustrated
by Miss Gather's altered view of science. In One of Ours,
we will recall, technology was the root of all evil in
Claude’s world. In The Professor’s House Professor St,
Peter takes a similar view of the matter****11’, , , I don’t



myself think much of science as a phase of human develop
ment <, It has given us a lot of ingenius toys; they take 
our attention away from the real problems 0 « o,M (pp0 6 "7=#6 8 ) 
but his opinion is radically altered by the circumstance that 
Tom, his most brilliant pupil, makes his mark in the world 
not as an historian, but as a scientist, the inventor of a 
device that revolutionizes the aircraft industry,. For Tom 
science and a humanistic tradition are not Incompatible 
because he has seen on the Blue Mesa that the cliff dwellers 
made no distinction between art and science, the beautiful-, 
and the useful; the tower used for astronomical observations 
was the controlling element in the composition of the city; 
the decorated bowls were used for cooking and for carrying 
water0 In this the cliff dwellers were not unlike the 
builders of the Gothic cathedrals, of whom Eric Gill wrote;

The beautiful thing, they held, is that which being 
seen pleases; and they did not dream of the possib
ility of useful articles being anything but beautiful 
or of the possibility of beauty being divorced from 
usefulnesso The idea of work, the idea of art, the 
idea of service and the idea of beauty were and are, 
in spite of our peculiar century, naturally insep*# 
arable; and our century is only peculiar in that we 
have achieved their unnatural separation,13

Science and art were the equal means by which the Indians
had "built themselves into this mesa and humanized it"
(p0 SSI).

Yet Miss Gather had no illusions that Tom's recon
ciliation of their "unnatural separation" was more than

l^&rt (Bristol, England, 1950), p„ 440
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an individual and a temporary solution, or that it went
very far toward ultimately reeoneiling the disparate claims
of the spiritual and the material<, Thus, in a passage that
parallels the concluding statement of One of Ours„ she had
the professor express his fear of what Tom’s success as a
scientist would eventually have done to him?

What change would have come in his blue eye, in his 
fine long hand with the backspringing thumb, which 
had never handled things that were not the symbols 
of ideas f M, hand like that, had he lived, must have 
been put to other uses„ His fellow scientists, his 
wife, the town and State, would have required many 
duties of ito It would have had to write thousands 
of useless letters, frame thousands of false ex
cuses o It would have had to "manage" a great deal 
of money, to be the instrument of a.woman who would 
grow always more exacting« He had escaped all thato 
He had made something new in the world--and the re
wards, the meaningless conventional gestures, he had 
left to others (p0 881)»

The professor knows these things, because this is exactly
the situation he finds himself in„ He, too, has "made
something new in the world," his monumental history of
the Spanish Adventurers in North America, and reaped the
bitter harvest of his fame0 Sudden wealth has turned his
family into a jealous, grasping group of individuals, and
he has become no longer a husband and a father, but an
arbitero Moreover, the completion of his history has left
a void in his creative life that he is unable to filio
£ 1 1  of this has cut him spiritually adrift and left him
only his memories of better days to which to anchor his
life* Suicide seems the only way out, until Augusta, the
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Qerman^Gatholic sewing womans by the example of her own 
life teaches him stoic acceptance of his lot*

Thus The Professor's House ends on a note of quiet 
resignation; but with the introduction of Augusta the final 
element in the chain of development leading to the religious 
affirmation of Death Gomes for the Archbishop and Shadows 
on the Hook is in place0 She is the only constant character 
in the novel, if not quite a touchstone, and it is pre» 
eisely her religion that makes her so* In the scheme of 
her faith there is a place for everything, even death#- 
11 She talked about death as she spoke of a hard winter of a 
rainy March, or any of the Sadnesses of nature" (p0 281)-# 
and this scheme, this frame of reference, this unified 
"background" sustains her through all the hardships she 
must face* It was to do so, too, for Myra Henshawe, the 
heroine of Miss Gatherfs next novel. My Mortal Enemy0 It 
was, finally, to become for the Archbishop and the settlers 
on the rock of Quebec the one great reality of their lives* 

The surer grasp of her art that Willa Gather seems 
gradually to have acquired went beyond her approach to her 
material, however, extending also to her understanding of 
form* From the standpoint of structure alone, she did not 
write her first "successfulM novel, excepting Alexander's 
Bridge, until A Dost lady in 1923* Each of the four 
Nebraska novels written prior to that time has been crit
icized for a basic structural flaw, and upon analysis that



flaw is almost always the sameg the tendency fop the novel, 
perhaps in consequence of Miss Gather8s view of the world, 
to "break in twoeM 0 Pioneers j0 it has been remarked, is 
really only two long, rather superficially related stories, 
the one dealing with Alexandra8s struggle with and conquest 
of the land, the other with the ill-fated love of Emil and 
Marieo The Song of the hark, as Miss Gather herself was 
among the first to admit, loses momentum when the story of 
Thea Eronberg8s struggle to realize her talent becomes 
merely a record of her triumphs

The chief fault of the book is that it describes 
a descending curve° the life of a successful artist 
in the full tide of achievement is not so interesting
as the life of a talented young girl ’fighting her
way,* as we sayQ Success is never so interesting as 
struggle o o o
0 O 0 0 0 0  o o o  o o o o o o  o o o o o o  O O O O O  o
1 should have disregarded conventional desigh and 
stopped where my first conception stopped, telling 
the latter part of the story by suggestion merely

Finally, My Antonia fails when the heroine disappears for
a third of the novel and the narrator’s story takes over,
and One of Ours when the evocative and realistic depiction
of modern Nebraska gives way to the somewhat forced and
idealistic description of the war*

In & host hady. however, Willa Gather managed for 
the first time to achieve a form that was consonant with her 
vision, and the careful balance the novel maintains between

&^The Song of the hark« Preface to the 1957 edition, 
pp0 v, vi»vii0



the decline ©f Marian Forrester and the pioneer virtues^ 
and the rise of Ivy Peters and the new spirit of eommer^ 
eialism has earned for its among all of her novels, the only 
universal acclaim? although always rated as "minor,it is 
always characterized as a l,masterpiece0,,i But A lost Lady 
was by no means an experiment, and its structure was basi*, 
eally simpleQ Only with fhe Professor's Housen published 
in 1985, could she be said to have written a truly "complex" 
novelo In it she began for the first time to experiment 
freely with form, and this initial experiment was the fore
runner of the more perfect experiments in Death Pomes for the 
Archbishop and Shadows on the Kock0 It is no coincidence 
that of all her works she wrote the only extensive 
"explications" of these three0

Villa Gather had, she wrote, attempted two exper
iments in fhe Professor8s House0 fhe first was the technique 
used by French and Spanish novelists of inserting the 
nouvelle into the roman0 fhe second she explained by two 
analogies, one from painting, the other from music? the 
book was to be like a picture of a Dutch interior with a 
window opening onto the sea; it was to be like a sonata*!®
She further explained this latter experiment to hhr friend 
Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant, who relates? "o o 0 she said 
her unfinished opus had a sonata form, starting molto

lSitQn jifoQ pypfe s s or11 a Ecus e 0 " ppe SGtsSlo



moderate0 $here were to be three parts 9 every one with 
Italian musical nomenclature 0 0 = toy impression is that 
the middle book, Tom. Omtlandes story, was to be Molto 
appassionata 0 0. 0 f,l® Taking Miss Gather at her word,
Edward and Mllian Bloom have done a lengthy analysis of 
the novel, showing how the three sections correspond to the 
exposition, development, and recapitulation of the sonata 
fortoo^

How the form operates, however, may best be seen 
in E» Ko Brown's analysis of the novels "It is by scrutiny 
of the approach to houses," he observes, "that the deepest 
meaning in the novel will disclose itself, and by the same 
token clarify the beautiful relation among the three parts 
in which it is arranged" (Brown, p0 S40)o In the first part 
entitled "The Family," the conflict in the professor's life 
between his creative youth and a conventional middle age 
is symbolized by his two houses, the old rented house in 
which he wrote his great historical work, and the sterile 
modern house which his success has made possible0 In 
addition to these there is a third, the Norwegian manor= 
house built by the professor's son-in-law Louie Earsellus 
and named Outland in recognition of the fact that the money 
from Tom's invention has built ito All of these houses

1%/illa Gather g & Memoir n p0 804„
^^Wllla Gather (Garbomdale, 111,, 1968), pp0 1S8-161



signify some kind of loss or disorder^-the loss of creat
ivity * of family feelingg of sensitivity and taste= Then 
the second movement, "Tom Outland1s Story," opens upon the 
houses of the cliff dwellers, and with the description of 
their design, their community function, their organic union 
with their surroundings an implicit contrast is drawn be= 
tween them and the houses in the first part of the hook* 
Finally, in section three, "The Professor, 19 the novel comes 
to a climax with the "profound, unconscious preparation for 
death, for the last house of the professor" (Brown, pe B45) 0 

When Willa Gather came to the writing of Death Gomes 
for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Rock, then, she was 
ahle to reap the harvest of a long period of artistic growth 
and in these two works she gave the best expression to all 
that she had sought and found in the past, and to what that 
past could mean for the modern worldo We may want to say 
that she turned to the past because she had given the pre* 
sent up for lostg but in view of the ways in which the past 
figures in her earliest works, another alternative seems 
more likely* that she went there because she wished to 
isemind her age that the progress of civilisation depends 
upon vision and courage and the never ending quest to ful
fill the highest aspirations of the race0



6HAPT1B III

THE RHYTHM OF THE PERMANENT
“Personallyg I ©an a©© no reason why a fine writer 
should be required to be in sympathy with the mood 
of his time * o o <, It is much more important to be 
attuned to what Dorothy Canfield ©alls 8the rhythm 
of the permanent8 0 * »*’

eeEdward Wagenknecht^

TSilla Gather8 s attempt to pattern a novel after a 
musical form in The Professor8s House produced one of the 
most aesthetically satisfying of her works 0 It is not aur# 
prisingp them* that in her subsequent novels she should have 
continued the musical analogy0 Writing of Death Comes for 
the Archbishop shortly after its publication in 1907s she 
remarked that in it she had been attempting to do something 
,!:in the style of legend* which is absolutely the reverse of 
dramatic treatment*fli and that this style required a differ* 
ent sort of literary technique g “'In this kind of writing 
the mood is the thimg**all the little figures and stories 
are mere improvisations that come out of iton® Similarly* 
when Shadows on the Rock appeared in 19S3* she described it 
as an attempt to convey in language “a kind of feeling about 
lif@M that was “like an old song* incomplete* but

^Gayaleade of the American Novel (lew York* 19§S)* 
pp. 321=5800

Archbishop.“ pp. 9* I©.
54



yaeorrupfced 0 « o I took the incomplete air and tried to 
give it what would correspond to a sympathetic musical 
setting 6 e o,i5

The musical analogy is, therefore, important to the 
understanding of these two works0 It helps to explain, for 
example, their often criticized episodic characterc A 
common complaint about the legends and stories which Miss 
Gather inserts into the narrative is that they diffuse 
rather than concentrate the force of the novels| but such 
criticism ignores the patterns of imagery and the common 
themes which, as with the houses in The Professor8s House, 
bind these episodes together* In the musical scheme of 
the books, the individual stories are like chords©me 
harmonious, some dissonant, some major, some minor— that 
constitute a melody* Death Gomes for the Archbishop and 
Shadows on the Rook are not dramatically constructed, but 
they are alive; and they draw their life from the skillful 
thematic improvisations and variations that continually 
excite the attention and gradually build up a texture of 
meaning*

That texture, moreover, is richer than anything 
Miss Gather had previously achieved, if only because she 
embodied in these two novels all that she had wanted to say 
in her earlier novels^-amd more besides* The familiar

Shadows on the Rock*11 On Writing* p* 16*



themes reappear embodied in the same cultural symbols e--. 
houses9 gardensg works of art«~but now immeasurably deep* 
ened by the addition of the religious and historical elements. 
History had entered into her works befores of course, in 
One of Qurs naturally, as well as in the account of the 
discovery of the ’’Blue Mesa” in ’’Tom Out land’s Story, 1,1 

but never had she inquired into her subjects so thoroughly 
or used historical materials to such artistic purpose as 
she did in the composition of both Archbishop and Shadows»
For the former her principal source was Reverend William J. 
Hewlett’s Life of the Right Reverend Joseph P0 Machebeuf.
Bo Bp „ which she informs us (,r0 n Archbishop0 ” pp. 7*8) in
spired the novel, and whose subjects. Bishop Lamy and Father 
Machebeuf, were the models for Bishop Latour and Father 
Vaillant* For the latter her debt is to Francis Parkman, in 
particular to those volumes of his Works which deal with 
the regime of Count Frontenae in seventeenth century Canada. 
Her skillful adaptation of these sources to her personal 
vision is another instance of her increased understanding 
of the potentialities of her art.

Death Comes for the Archbishop 
Willa Cather’s method and intention in Death Comes 

for the Archbishop become perfectly clear at the outset in 
the Prologue to the novel. Having no parallel in Hewlett’s 
life of Machebeuf. the Prologue presents a meeting in Rome



between a group of Cardinals and an American missionary 
bishop who is soliciting their influence for the appoint
ment of Jean Marie Labour as Vicar Apostolic of the newly 
established Vlcarate of lew Mexico„ $he Roman setting and 
the refined life the Cardinals lead contrast markedly with 
what the missionary tells them of conditions on the fron
tier ̂ but before long we see that Miss Gather is concerned 
not with the disparity of cultures, but with her constant 
theme of the importance of the confrontation of the Old 
World and the lew.

We discover Miss Gather’s intention as soon as the 
Cardinals begin discussing the qualifications of the new 
Vicar over a sumptuous meal and a bottle of fine French 
wine o "He must be," the missionary priest say a, "'a man 
to whom order is necessary— as dear as life."4 One of the 
Cardinals replies that only a Frenchman meets that qual
ifications "'<> e .they are the best missionaries. Our 
Spanish fathers made good martyrs, but the French Jesuits 
accomplish. They are the great organizers. . . „ The French 
missionaries have a sense of proportion and rational ad
justment"' (p. t). Clearly, we find in these statements the 
same concern for tradition and order that we find in the 
Nebraska novels0 But we notice also that the attitude they 
express has more in common with Antonia and Alexandra than

%>eath Gomes for the Archbishop (New York, 1951),
po 8 . •



with ItPo Shimerda and Mn?0 Bergsono Whereas for the first 
generation of immigrants the adherence to tradition is 
essentially a defensive posture, for the missionaries it 
is entirely a principle of activity, a means of bringing 
to fruition what would otherwise remain hostile and wild,
The pioneers are primarily concerned with sustaining their 
own lives, the missionaries with creating life^-spiritual 
life— in others0 The American bishop, them, in discussing 
the importance of assigning the right man to the job, states 
the principal theme of the novels "* The Bishop of that See 
will direct the beginning of momentous things'*" (p0 6 ),

Throughout the novel this theme of momentous begin# 
nings is felt through the recurrent imagery of husbandry 
and gardening. Its first significant statement in these 
terms occurs in the episode in Book One proper entitled 
"Hidden Water,Mt This episode reldtes how. Bishop Latour 
becomes lost in the desert on a return journey from Durango, 
where he has gone to claim his diocese. That much of the 
narrative Miss- Gather took from Hewlett's Life of laohebeuf, 
but she very soon departs from historical fact to bring 
the Bishop to a Mexican settlement situated in a valley 
watered by a stream with an underground source. The people 
of the settlement are Catholics who, although cut off from 
the mainstream of civilization and not having seen a priest 
in years, have managed to lead good and pious lives. On 
the surface a picturesque episode with a pious religious



intent, its many levels of meaning make it one of the most
significant in the novel0

For the Bishop the settlement appears on one level
as a microcosm of his Bishoprics

fhls settlement was his Bishopric in miniatureg 
hundreds of square miles of thirsty desert, then 
a, spring, a village, old men trying to remember 
their catechism to teach their grandchildreno The 
Faith planted by the Spanish friars and watered 
with their blood was not dead; it awaited only 
the toil of the husbandman (p0 SS)»

fhe Bishop is himself the husbandman, the harvester of souls, 
and his diocese is a land rich in potential for great spire 
- itual growth a hater on this theme will find another echo 
in a remark of Father Yaillant8s concerning the Mexicans g 
Ml$hey are like seeds, full of germination but with no 
moistureo M mere contact is enough to make them a living 
part of the Church'’' (p0 006) * In just this one instance 
may be observed how the religious element catches up and 
gives a new depth of meaning to the activity of working 
the land that Miss Gather had associated with the European 
experience in the Nebraska novels 0

But the Bishop sees the settlement also on another 
levelo On the day after his arrival there he takes a walk 
along the banks of the "life-giving stream" and follows it 
to its underground source* On the way he comes upon a 
flock of goats and is reminded of the chapter in the Apo
calypse "bbout the whiteness of them that were washed in 
the blood of the lamb." His "mixed theology" causes him



to smiles aad he reflects that "though the goat had always 
been the symbol of pagan lewdness * . * their fleece had 
warmed many a good Christian, and their rich milk nourished 
sickly childreno" At last he arrives at the spot where 
"some subterranean stream found an outlet , „ 6 was released 
from darkness" 1 and gave rise to "grass and trees and flowers 
and human life; household order and hearths from which the 
smoke of burning pinon logs rose like incense to HeavenoM 
His is reminded of some metals and a sword hilt shown to 
him by one of the Mexicans, which had been found near the 
water«head<* and this leads him to reflect upon the signify 
icamee of the streams ,,5$his spot had been a refuge for 
humanity long before these Mexicans had come upon it* It 
was older than history, like those well-heads in his own 
country where the Roman settlers had set up the image of a 
river goddess, and later the Christian priests had planted 
a cross" (pp* 5©#32:, passim)*

Much of this episode recalls parallels with some 
of Miss Gather8s earlier novels» The reference to the 
"life-giving stream" 2 recalls the stream running through 
Panther Canon in The Song of the hark« which for Thea repre
sented "the continuity of life that reached back into the 
old time*"' The stream which the Bishop discovers also 
represents this continuity, stretching even farther back 
than the cliff dwellers to Homan times* The sword hilt 
recalls the sword, believed to have been left by the



Goromado expedition^ found near the Republican Elver in 
My Antonia o which was for Jim Burden and Antonia a link 
with the heroic paste But here, as elsewhere, the religious 
them© gives these things new significance„ The stream comes 
to represent a kind of primitive life^foree that lies at 
the root of civilization and manifests itself primarily in 
the religious instinct 0 Arising out of darkness to maai* 
fest itself in the ordered life of the valley, it images - 
the basic human need for order and ritual in the face of 
the unknown, a need felt by pagan and Christian alike0 Yet 
as the supplanting of the image of the goddess by the cross 
suggests, it is Christianity which offers the greatest 
possibilities for spiritual growth®

The outlines of this development are as yet imdis# 
timet in the ^Hidden Water1* episode, but they become 
clearer with the recurrence of the Images of the underground 
river and the goddess in later sections of the novel0 The 
second river appears in the section entitled ,!lSmake Boot =8e; 
One episode of this section relates how the Bishop and 
M s  Indian guide, Jacinto, are overtaken by a snowstorm on 
a journey and forced to take shelter in an Indian ceremon# 
ial eave0 To the Bishop the cave is cold and distasteful*" 
“the air • 0 0 was glacial, penetrated to the very bones, 
and he detected at once a fetid odour, hot very strong but 
highly disagreeable“ (po 127)--but Jacinto will not start a 
fire until he has performed some mysterious operations



whose purpose is never revealed« Later, as they are warming
themselves at the fire, the Bishop hears a loud humming
noise and questions his guide about it* Jacinto takes him
back into the cave and tells him to put his ear to a fissure
in the flooro

Father Batour lay with his ear to this crack 
for A. long while, despite the cold that arose from 
it0 Be told himself he was listening to one of the 
oldest voices of the earth* What he heard was the 
sound of a great underground river, flowing through 
a resounding cavern* The water was far, far below, 
perhaps as deep as the foot of the mountain, a 
flood moving in utter blackness under ribs of ante» 
diluvian rock* It was not a rushing noise, but the 
sound of a great flood moving with majesty and 
power*

“it is terrible,“ he said at last, as he rose *
(p* IS©)

Afterwards the Bishop cannot think of this cave without a 
feeling of horror, for the experience has been a kind of 
initiation into the dark and magical rites that lie close 
to thefprimitive8s response.to the unknown* The Bishop has 
heard rumors of snake worship among the Indians and of a 
sacred fire kept burning in some hidden cavern in the moun« 
tains, and the ceremonial cave “seemed almost to lend a 
colour of probability to some of those unpleasant stories 
about the Pecos religion88 (p* 135) „

©m the one hand, then, Father Labour can admire the 
impulse behind the religion of the Indians and their per-* 
severance in the ways of their ancestors, because “veneration 
for old customs * * * played a great part in his own relig** 
ion8’ (p* 1S5)* But, on the other hand, he cannot help



feeling that in their religion there is something anti the t#
leal to lifes something that deadens rather than fulfills
human desire0 The suggestion crosses his mind9 Indeed* that
these mysterious rites have something to do with the actual
physical depletion of the Pecos tribes among whom "the Xif@<=
force seemed low*M although he is more willing to credit
this phenomenon to the coming of the white man and his
civilised diseaseso Tet there can be no doubt that their
superstitious practices have contributed to the static
quality of their culture0 When the Bishop says lass at
Acoma* he feels “as if he were celebrating Mass at the hot*
tom of the sea* for antediluvian creatures % for types of
life so old*, so hardened* so shut within their shells * that
the sacrifice on Oalvary could hardly reach back so far“
(po 100) o By contrast with the glorious history of Euro#
pean civilisation* the life of the Indians seems less than
human* and at Acoma for ©me of the few times in his life the
Bishop feels homesick?

He was on a naked rock in the desert* in the stone 
age* a prey to homesickness for his own kind* his 
own epoch* for European man and his glorious history 
of desire and dreams0 Through all the centuries that 
his own part of the world had been changing like the 
sky at daybreak* this people had been fixed* increase 
img neither in number nor desires* rock*®turtles on 
their rocko Something reptilian.he felt here* some
thing that had endured by immobility* a kind of life 
out of reach* like the crustaceans in their armour 
(p* XQSU

Heedless to say* this view of the Indians is quite 
different from that of the cliff dwellers in Miss Gather1s
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earlier novels» She still expresses admiration for eertaln 
qualities of their eulture, most notably for their Grafts# 
mans hip, and for the strength and nobility of character that 
we find portrayed in lusabio the Navajo, but her view now 
is essentially ambivalento $he most important sign of 
life, both spiritual and physical, is growthg and the 
Indians5 failure to keep pace with the great achievements 
of European civilisation is indicative of their spiritual 
povertyo By contrast, the Catholic religion represented for 
Miss gather a principle of life and growth of which the 
Virgin was the brightest symbol<, In a sense, the Virgin is 
the Homan goddess translated into Christian terms0

first of all through the great devotion to her of the two 
missionarieso Father Vaillant, in particular, has a special 
devotion to her, which Miss Gather modeled after the profound 
devotion of Father Maehebeufe Second, the Virgin makes Her 
power felt through the frequent accounts of Her miraculous 
apparitionso In these ways She becomes an important in# 
fluernee in the novel, and In accounting for that influence 
perhaps we shallrmot be going too far afield if we recall 
Henry Adams1a view of Her in fhe Education of Henry Adams»
In the chapter entitled nfhe Dynamo and the Virgin," Adams 
represented Her as a creative force who during the Middle 
Ages, as Ghartres alone testifies,, had been Hthe highest 
energy ever known to mam, the creator of four#fifths of his

fhe Virgin appears in Death



mot)lest art0" 18Symbol or energyP ,8 he went ©m to say,
"the Virgin had acted as the greatest force the Western
world ever felt, and had drawn mam's activities to her**
self more strongly than any other power, natural or super**
natural, had ever done 0 « 0" In her creative role,
furthermore, he saw Her as standing in somewhat the same
relation to spiritual life as Venus and Diana and other
goddesses of ©reek and Roman mythology did to sex| She,
like they, was a "'channel of force" directing the greatest
energies of the race to the highest human achievements g
%ll the steam in the world could not, like the Virgin,
build ©hartreso"® One almost suspects that Willa Gather
had this view of Adams in mind when she wrote of the Virgin
in Death Gomes for the Archbishopg

Raphael and fitiah had made costumes for Her in 
their time, and the great masters had made music 
for Her, and the great architects had built eath« 
edrais for Her® Bong before Her years on earth, 
in the long twilight between the Fall and the 
. Redemption, the pagan sculptors were always try=*
Ing to achieve the image of a goddess who should 
yet be a woman (p® 257)0

As with Adams, Willa Gatheris interest in the Virgin-^ 
as well as her interests in the cliff dwellers and in Euro** 
pean eivilization®**grew out of a skepticism toward modern 
instruments of power, for him the Dynamo, for her the 
Machineo But the Virgin, was a "force" in a way that the

^Henry Adams, "The Dynamo and the Virgin,“ The Educa
tion of Henry Adams (Hew York, 1918), pp6 379=590, passim0



eliff dwellers and European eivilination ©omld not be0 

$he first of these was to© remote, too eryptie to be meam* 
ingful to any but sensitive individuals like Thea and Tomg 
the second was itself susceptible to modification and de# 
humanisation by the modern world, as the German instigation 
of World War One proved to Glaude Wheeler in One of Ours 0 
Of the three, only the Virgin represents an absolute force, 
a formative principle capable of transcending all limit
ations of human nature, space, and time*

Two episodes in particular give evidence of the 
power of the Virgin, one relating to her effect upon am 
entire people, the other to her effect upon a single indiv
idual a The first is the narrative, inserted into the first 
book of the novel, of the Virgin’s appearance at Guadalupe 
in the sixteenth century0 4 visiting priest relates the
story to the Bishop and Father Vaiilamt and presents them 
with medals from the shrine which bear the inscription?
Hon fecit taliter omnis nation! (She has not dealt so with 
any nation) o Father Vaiilamt is particularly moved by the 
story and comments upon its significance?

"What a priceless thing for the poor converts 
of a. savage country2 0 „ 411 these poor Oatholies
who have been so long without instruction have at 
least the reassurance of that visitationo It is a 
household word with them that their Blessed Mother 
revealed Herself in their own country, to a poor 
eonverto Doctrine is well enough for the wise, Jean; 
but a miracle is something we can hold in our hands 
and love" (p6 50)o



$he second episode^ the famous ‘‘December Night 
episode, deals with a poor Mexican woman, Sada, who for 
nineteen years has been kept in virtual slavery by a prot- 
estarat American family and denied even the consolations 
of her religiono One night the Bishop finds her huddling 
in the snow near the church, where she has some after having
summoned up the courage to escape from her captors o taking
her into the church and kneeling with her in prayer, the 
Bishop observes in her devotion a striking example of what 
a living force the Virgin can be in the life of a single 
individuals

Kneeling beside the much enduring bondwoman, he 
experienced those holy mysteries as he had done 
in his young manhood0 He seemed able to feel all 
it meant to her to know that there was a Kind
Woman in Heaven, though there were such cruel
ones on earth. Old people, who have felt blows 
and toil and known the world’s hard hand, need 
©Sen more than children do, a woman’s tenderness,
Only as Woman, divine, could know all that a woman 
can suffero

Not often, indeed, had Jean Marie Labour come 
so near to the Fountain of all Pity as in the 
Lady Ohapel that night 0 , , 0 The Beautiful con** 
cept of Mary pierced the priest’s heart like a 
sword (pp0 817^018),

But more important even than Her direct visitations 
is the influence the Virgin exerts through Her two "agents*"' 
Father Valllant in particular has dedicated his missionary 
activities to Her* Once when Father Labour chides him about 
a vow of contemplation he has made, Vaillant respondss “One 
day you will release me, and I will return to some religious 
house in France and end my days in devotion to the Holy



Mothero For the time being it is my destiny to serve Her
in action,r' (p6 41)o " iaad serve Her he does# His life is a
ceaseless round of activity which takes him to the far**
flung villages of Hew Mexico§ to Arlsona to work among the
Fima Indians near fueson§ and finally to the gold fields
of Gol©rad©o '“Auspice „ Mariag" are his final words to
Bishop Latour as he leaves on this final venture, a venture
which opens up a whole new territory to the Church and
earns for him the designation of "The Apostle of Colorado*"'

Although more contemplative than Vaillant, Labours
too, makes the power of the Virgin felt through his life
and actions0 He is a solitary Individual, yet M s  solitude
is informed by her imageg

It was not a solitude of atrophy, of negation, but 
of perpetual flowering* M life need not be cold, or 
devoid of grace in the worldly sense, if it were 
filled by Her who was all the graces g Virgin- 
daughter, V irg in-mo the r, girl of the people and 
%aeen of Heavens 1® rive supreme de la chair* The 
nursery tale could not vie with Her in simplicity, 
the wisest theologians could not match Her in pro# 
fundity (p* £§6 ) 0

Thus, whereas Father Vaillant is responsible for spreading 
the Faith throughout the far-flung regions of the Southwest, 
Bishop Latour is responsible for establishing firm found
ations upon which the Faith may build— such foundations as 
the Spanish missionaries had been unable to provide, with 
the result that the Faith had been allowed to drift for 
nearly three centuries* As the Prologue made clear, Latour 
is a representative of order and organisation; hence M s



la&ors are directed toward the aggrandizement of the Faith 
through the building of schools, convents, and, afrofee all, 
of a cathedralo His one “worldly ambition* is to build a 
cathedral which “might be a continuation of himself and his 
purpose, a physical body full of his aspirations after he 
had passed from the scene" (p0 175)| a cathedral, moreover, 
which would be worthy of its setting, not "a clumsy affair 
of red brick" like the churches in Ohio, but a stone edifice 
in Midi Romanesque style, "the right style for this country" 
(po 245)o

It is in the Bishop8a desire to establish something 
permanent and enduring, finally, a desire not unlike that 
which motivated the cliff dwellers to build their cities, 
that Death Somes for the Archbishop is a forward-looking 
novel* When Father faillant remonstrates at one point that 
the cathedral seems a little too elegant for such a poor 
diocese. Labour respondsg "But the cathedral is not for us. 
Father Joseph* We build for the futures-better not lay a 
stone unless we can do that" (p* 844)* ilnd later, reflecting 
upon the circumstances that had brought a man of such re
fined perception as Bishop Labour to the frontier. Father 
Joseph eoncludes that "perhaps it pleased j@©dj to grace the 
beginning of a new era and a vast new diocese by a fine 
personality* And perhaps, after all, something would remain 
through the years to comej some ideal, or memory, or legend"



ited s& the book ©omes full circle* "The Bishop of
that See will direct the beginning of momentous things"W
this was the note upon which the Prologue opened, and this
is exactly what Bishop Latour had. done g he had built into
the Southwest a permanent edifice of Faith which could
direct the laying of moral and religious foundations in
other parts of the country, and which could not simply be
W'scoured" away by am age no longer interested in such
things o The hope that Villa Gather had Father Vaillant
voice, that "perhaps 6 « » something would remain through
the years to com©," was not an idle ©ne| it echoes a remark
which Father Hewlett makes upon the influence of the Ghureh
in Mew Mexico that she could hardly have overlooked s

Father Machebeuf8 s work in Mew Mexico, like his 
work in ©hi©;, was that of a pioneer 0 The material 
portion of it was but temporary, but the moral part 
was permanento It formed the foundation=upon which 
his successors built grander edifices, and achieved 
greater visible results» Without this preparatory 
work little could be dome, and both in ©hie and in 
Mew Mexico the transformation was but little short 
of the wonderfulo In ©hi© we can trace much of it to 
the natural development of the country, but in Mew 
Mexico we must look for other causes, for the change 
is less in the material development of the country 
than in the moral uplifting of an entire people

®H@verend William Jo Hewlett, life of the Right Rev 
erend Joseph ga Machebeuf„ B 0 Do (Pueblo, Colo *, 190877 *
p = a»9.



gfoaatowa on the Ro ok
In Shadows on the Koeka a. novel of seventeenth c©b« 

tmry Canadas Willa Gather turned once again to the them© that 
had p?©oe©mpied her in Death Gomes for the Arohbishooo Ss 
the epigraph she ehose for her new novel reveals 9 she con» 
sidered Canadaj, as she had the Southwests a kind of testing 
ground of Old World traditions

¥ous me demandez. des graines de fleurs de oe 
pays o Horns en falsons venir de France pour metre 
jardin* nBy en ayant pas ioi de fort rares ne de 
fort helleao Tout y ©at samvagen les fleurs aussl 
hi'en due les hommes : ......

Hene© Shadows;0 like its predeeessor, was eoneerned not with
the real or imagined disparity between past and present, but
with the larger and more complex issue of the eonseqsaemees
for eivilisation of the confrontation of a refined tradition
with a vigorous and undisciplined society0 In its approach
to civilisation through the domestic scene, however, Shadows
owes more to the Nebraska novels than to Death Gomes for the
■Urchbishopo fo be sure. Father Vaillant was an excellent
cook and the episcopal residence a model of order, but these
considerations were of secondary importance to the missionary
activity of the priests 0 In Shadows on the Hock this rela*»
tiomship is just the reversei domestic routine occupies the
foreground, while the missionary life is relegated to the
background,
wrfffi.r-i ■!•■ ii  mi"  .....   iw»awjJ.-x=3i

TExerpt from a letter of Marie de 18 Incarnation to 
her sister, Shadows on the lock (lew York, 1951), pc 20



Da a semseg the feems of the n©Y@X mpon the Hiaelaire
homsehoXd and the domestie virtues which support the ten*
uous beginnings of civilisation in Canada constitutes a
reversal of the technique Miss Gather had used in The
ProfdS'SAr8 s House & instead of standing in a domestic in*
terior' and looking out upon the sea or the ‘"Blue E@sapm we
stand on the outside looking in0 Beyond the window, indeed,
there is no "Blue Mesa, 11 but rather "the dead, sealed world
of the vegetable kingdom," where "European man was quickly
swallowed up in silence, distance, mould, black mud, and
the stinging swarms of insect life that bred in it"
(ShadowsB ppQ 6 , 7)=, !Ehus the importance to Geeile Au=
elaire of a well-ordered households

These coppers, big and little, these brooms and 
clouts and brushes, were toolsg and with them one 
made, not shoes or cabinet-work, but life itself„
Gne made a climate, within a climate; one made the 
days,o»the complexion, the special flavour, the 
special happiness of each day as it passed; one 
made life (p» 198)0

For Geeile and her father, domestic routine means approx#
imateXy what it meant for the Bergsons in # Bioneersig it
provides a kind of ritual security in the face of the
threatening conditions of the lew World0 And beyond that
it is the medium through which the Old World blends into the
lew and creates a civilization that contains the best of
both— a hybrid, so to speak, of the tradition of the one and
the vigor of the other0



1m Shadows on the Rock* howeverP we find the first 
extended treatment of the reason why such a "hybrid" civile* 
ization is desirable« 5Ehe reason was hinted at but not 
dwelt upon in Death Gomes for the Archbishop in Bishop 
Labour's reflection just before his death on his love of 
lew Mexico $

* o o in the Old World he found himself homesick for 
the lew. It was a feeling he could not explain; a 
feeling that old age did not weigh so heavily upon 
a man in lew Mexico as in the luy=de«=Dome,

He loved the towering peaks of his native .moun
tains, the comeliness of the villages, the cleanness' 
of the country-side, the beautiful lines and clois
ters of his own college, Glermont was beautiful,=- 
but he found himself sad there; his heart lay like 
a stone in his breast, fhere was too much past, 
perhaps, . „ » (Archbishop, p, 8,?4)#

©ne is never quite sure what Willa Gather meant by "too
much past" in Archbishop, but in Shadows its meaning is
made explicit» In the political and social conditions of
seventeenth century France which the novel recounts we are
given a picture of a decaying civilisation for which Canada
represents a new beginning,

The conditions in Europe are reflected primarily in
the stories of the colonists, Shore is the story, for
example, of Blinker, the poor halfwit who works for
M, Pigeon the baker, Blinker had ©nee been a torturer in
the King’s prison at Bouen, doing this detestable service—
with the aid of brandy— only because his father was himself
a torturer and had brought his son up in the trade. Blinker
has fled to Canada with the death of an innocent woman on
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M s  conscience* hoping to be able to make a new start in a 
land where he can forget his pasta One night he tells 
Ho ■ft.uelaire his story* and to ease the poor man’s conscience 
the apothecary reasons that torturing* too* 11’is the King’s 
serviceo But that is* perhaps* at the root of the matters 
Sale service« monsieur*1 Blinker replies* 18 ’sale 

metierI!M (p» 1S9) 0 lor is the reason for Oount Prom* 
tenac8 s appointment as governor of Canada to the credit of 
the King if we can believe the rumor which Miss Gather took 
directly from Farkmant apparently the King’s mistress* 
Madame de Montespan* had been the mistress of Frontenae 
before him* and ’’exiling11 the Count to Canada was his way 
of taking revenge» Belated to these stories is that of 
Biehet* the harmless old knife-grinder who had lodged with 
the Auclaires in Faris* and who was tortured and hanged 
for the theft of two brass potso !1:? = «, „ it is the haw*’”
Auelaire explains to his daughter0 8! ’ The haw is to protect
property* and it thinks too much of property* A couple of 
brass pots* an old saddle* are reckoned worth more than a 
poor man’s life’"' (p* 95) 0 Sne might compare these pots 
which are valued more than life with those with which 
Ceeile "makes life*"

Behind these social evils* however* loom the even 
more frightful political maneuverings for the throne of
France* King Louis XIV is an. old man at this time* the
Dauphin© is yet a child* and a long regency with all its



ads Sen dan t evils seems in store for the e©iani$ry» this matter 
particularly worries M« Amelalre and Bishop Saint•Vsdller»
and to both of them Oanada represents a refuge from the com# 
sequences that are likely to ensue0 Discussing the issue 
with the apothecary at the end of the novel, the Bishop 
remarks s ,e’There is now no figure in the world such as our 
King was thirty years ag© 0 The changes in the nations are 
all those of the old growing older = You have done well to 
remain here where nothing changes’ 61 (pQ 277)0 This leads 
Auelaire to reflect later that lehe was indeed fortunate to 
spend his old age here where nothing changed; to watch his
grandsons grow up in a country where the death of the ling,
the probable evils of a long regency, would never touch 
them66' (pp0 2,79»2B0) =

This is the note on which the novel ends, and one 
catches in it the element of “withdrawal,$ for which Willa 
Gather has so often been criticised* But it should be kept 
in mind that this is the response of two old men whose time 
has past and who wish for 'nothing more than to end their 
days in peace* When Goumt Frontenac dies, Auclaire’s 
profound grief is characteristic, for the Goumt represented 
to him the force that maintained life and order on the rock 
and “gave them a definite place in their little world16'
(p0 863)<, But when the apothecary explains to his daughter 
that he feels his time has passed and that he dees not wish
to outlive it, we find that Geeile’s position is quite



differentt you wish to live on my aeeeunt, don't you*
Father? I do not belong to the old time» I have got to 
live on into a new time 0 » «1,8; (po 061).

For GeeilSj, them, Canada represents something mere 
than a refuge from evils it represents the passing of the 
old order into the new, of the past into the future0 Her 
attitude is symbolized, of course, by her marriage to 
Pierre Oharron, the Ganadianeborn trapper who, signifi-=» 
camtly, "had the good manners of the ©Id World, the dash 
and daring of the Hew" (p. 178). & Canadian to the core,
Pierre despises anyone who smacks of the French court, a 
fact that becomes significant when we see him, after Count 
Fromtemae8s death, taking the governor8s place in the 
affections of Ceeile and her fathero Pierre comes to con
sole the Auelaires on the night of the Count's death, and 
Ceeile reflectss

He had not a throne behind him, like the Count (it 
had been very far behind, indeed 1 ), not the author®- 
ity of a parchment and seal0 But he had authority, 
and a power which came from knowledge of the cofntry 
and its people | from knowledge, and from a kind of 
passion* His daring and his pride seemed to her even 
more splendid than Count Frontenae8s (pB 8 6 8 )o

In Pierre's background, moreover, there is a love 
story of particular relevance to the theme we have been 
tracing* It concerns his youthful love for Jeanne he Ber, 
the recluse of Montreal, whose history Miss Gather took over 
essentially unchanged from Parkman* Through the addition 
of the fictional love affair. Miss Gather brought this



aecoimt into her narrative in order to illustrate an Import# 
ant aspeet of Seoile’s eharaeter,, Jeanne*s life is in the 
tradition of a long line of mystics and martyrs whose 
stories s dating hack to the foundation of the colony, are 
told or mentioned in the novel. Included among them are 
those of loel Ohshamel, the Jesuit martyr who made an 
heroic vow to remain in the wilderness although his sen# 
sitive nature rebelled at the savagery he encountered thereg 
Marie d@ 1’Incarnations whose letter provides the epigraph 
to the novel; and Mother Catherine de Saint#lugustin, the 
frail young mystic who vowed herself to Canada and came 
there at the age of sixteenc The mark of all of these 
individuals is their great degree of spirituality and 
their isolation, to a greater or lesser degree, from the 
affairs of the secular world. Carrying these qualities 
to am extreme, Jeanne uses her dowry to build a church, 
behind the altar of which she has three small rooms built 
in which to live out her days as a recluse.

For a robust individual like Pierre it seems urn# 
likely that Jeanne he Ber would have made the most suitable 
wife. Cecils does, on the other hand, because she is more 
akin to a second group of individuals of a more practical 
and down-to-earth east of mind. Among them are Father 
Hector St. Gyr, the vigorous missionary friend of Auclaire; 
old Bishop Laval, the first bishop of the province; Count 
Frontenae; and Mother Juschoreau, the successor to Mother
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Saint-sAugustin as Superior of the Hotel Dieue It is in 
the relationship between these two nuns that the differ*- 
enees between the types they represent are stated most 
clearly?

[Mother Juscherearn] was the first leverend Mother 
of the foundation who was Oamadian=born, and she 
had been elected to that office when she was but 
thirty=four years of age* She was a religious of 
the practical type, sunny and very outright by 
natures""enthusiastic5, without being given to 
visions or ecstasies (p0 54) 0

Mother Catherine de Saint-Augustin was slights 
nervous, sickly from childhood, yet from child* 
hood precocious and prodigious in everything? 
always dedicating herself to the impossible and 
always achieving it? mow getting a %ueen of 
France to speak for her, now winning the spirit 
of the hero priest from paradise to direct and 
sustain her. And the woman she chose to succeed 
her was hardy, sagacious* practical,,»*>a Oanadienne„ 
and the woman for Canada (p0 42) <,

’’The woman for Canada”*=• the phrase echoes the remark Father
Joseph makes in Death Comes for the Archbishop concerning
his mission to the Mexicans and Indians in Arizonag nI am
their man I ” (Archbishop* p6 2.08) = The difference between
Father Joseph, a man of action, and Bishop Latour, a man of
contemplation, is thus paralleled in the two basic types of
character in Shadows on the Rock.

Geeile is very definitely a practical individual*
If we did not know this from her attitude toward domestic 
affairs, we would discover it from her attitude toward 
religious matters, which indicates very clearly that she 
has none of the mystic in her?



IBaen (Mother Juseheream] talked to Gee He of the 
missionaries and martyrs, she knew that her words 
fell Into an eager mindg admiration and rapture 
she found in the girl1s face, but it was not the 
rapture of 8 elf#abmegatiom<, It was something very 
different,#*almost like the glow of worldly 
pieasure (p0 40)0

Geeil@5s marriage to Pierre, then, looks not backward into
the past, but forward into the future, for it ensures us
of the continuation of the work of civilisation through the
familyo Before her death Gecil©8s mother had impressed
upon her daughter the importance of order in life and in*
stilled in her a reverence for the French 11 way,tt and we
can be certain that Geeile will do as much for her own
familyo At novel’s end she and Pierre are raising four
’’Canadians of the future,Ml as Mo Auelair© calls them, of
whom Bishop 8 aint#Vallier prophesies g "They will live to
see better times than ours(po B79) 0

If Shadows on the lock is a lesser work than Death
Gomes for the Archbishop it is because, as Miss Gather her*
self acknowledged, she was attempting to portray in it a
more ’’harrow” culture than that which she had found in the
Southwest (i’Gn Shadows Q pp0 14*15) c But if its background
is not as varied, its Improvisations too often in the same
minor key, it is, like its predecessor, a carefully and
skillfully worked out series of variations that define, as
David Dalches has remarked, ’%  genuine culture, a pattern
of values that adds to the possibilities of discrimination



as,' well as of zest0 If® loth novels end on the threshold of 
the futures and in this we may see that the task of de® 
fining sueh a eulttare is one that every age must take 
upon itself o In their illumination of this problem Willa 
Gather9s novels of the past transeend their limited his# 
torleal settings and aoquire meaning for all time*

Gathert & Gritioal Introduction (Mew1962)s p0 124



OHHtflE IV

CONCLUSION

The period of Willa Gather1s art following the 
pmblioation of Shadows on the Rock reveals a definite fall© 
ing off both in the production and in the vitality of her 
fietiono She completed only two novels between 1931 and 
her death in 1947, both built upon conventional plots 5 her 
concentration during this time was primarily upon the 
simpler form of the short story* Moreover, she began to 
lose the tight control she had always held over her mat
erial, and with the low-key stories of ©bscure Destinies <, 
published in 1©31;S her feeling for the value and meaning 
of the past gave way to simple nostalgia* This nostalgia 
reached a climam of sorts in the almost defiant essays of 
lot Under Forty* a title meant to suggest that no one under 
forty years of age could possibly understand the feeling 
for the past which she had attempted to convey in them*

The two novels of this period, tee, were largely 
nostalgico Lucy Uayheart0 which appeared in 1935, was to 
a great extent but a minor echo of The Song of the Lark* 
Lucy, like Thea, is a sensitive and talented individual who 
goes to Chicago to study music * But she lacks the drive 
and the compelling motivation of Thea, and her story never
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rises above its sentimental love Interests Lucy fayheart„ 
wass moreoverg the most ‘̂artificial,r of 11 ss Gather's works 
since Alexander's Bri&geg: it suffered from a contrived plot
whichg among other thingss had Lucy and her lover both 
accidentally drown in separate incidents| and from an almost 
self-conscious use of symbol, such as of the star the in
spires Lucy in the beginning of the novel and her footprints 
in the concrete walk that recall her to her former lover 
Harry at the close 0 Sapphira and the Slave Girl„ written 
in'194©, was a better novel than Lucy Gayheart0 yet it was 
little more than a character study of Sapphira Colbert and 
lacked the large background that might have made it a more 
significant worko The Slavery issue might have provided 
just such a background had Willa Gather really come to 
grips with it § but it remained nebulous, and the novel 
remained decidedly minor=

There cam be no doubt, then, that by the time of 
her death Miss Gather had long since made her contribution 
to American literature0 Whether we adjudge that contrib# 
mtion major or minor, however, will depend upon our under
standing of her relationship with the pas to What the mature 
of that relationship was has in part been suggested; the 
final word,, however belongs to Willa Gather herself e ‘‘There 
are two ways in which a story-teller can approach a theme 
set in the distant past,r she wrote in her essay on Thomas 
Mann's Joseph and His Brothersg



®a@ way most familiar to ms is that whieh Flaubert 
took la 9Salammb©o8 Ihe writer stands in the present 
times bis own times an<3- looks baekwardo He works 
and thinks in a l©Bg<»vaaished . society« His mind is 
naturally fixed upon eontrusting that world with our 
©wn| upon religionss institutions5 mannerss ways of 
thinkings all very unlike ours„ „ 0 0

lann approaches an even more distant past by 
another houteg he gets behind the epoch of his 
story and looks forwardo^

Flaubert’s approach is the same as Miss Gather herself had
used in The Song of the hark and The Professor’s House0 and
it was to this that Itmart Sherman was referring when he
wrote of her in Gritieal Woodcuts g "She has been Claris
fying for us our sense of what we have in common with the
generation before 1 @0 0 & and our sense of the points at
which we have departed from the old paths o1*®

But the method of approaching the past that she
ascribes to Thomas Mann was what she had used in Death Gomes
for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Bock0 and it is the
more profound of the two* The essence of this approach, as
she suggested in Quoting from Mann’s Prologue to his tetra#
logy, is to distill the past into the eternal Questions
with which it has concerned itself, and with whieh future
ages are yet to be concerned* "''Its theme,*: wrote Mann,
"Is the first and last of all our questioning and speaking

i18Joseph and His Brothers 0 Wt literary Encounters „ 
The Hovels and Stories of Willa Gather (Librarv Editions 
Boston, 1918), XIlT^IC “ ' .

^Critical Woodcuts (Hew York, 19S6), p» 5S.6



and all our necessity!: the nature of $nan0 Mann had the 
advantageg of courses of working with the archetypal 
patterns to he discovered in She Book of Semesis and in 
Egyptian mythology; hut Will a Gather found no less recur® 
rent and enduring images in cultural symbols andP in her 
two culminating works p in the symbols of the Catholic 
religions She attached^ as Momel frilling wrote, M,a mysti® 
cal significance to the ritual of the ordered life <, » 0 to 
the supernal virtues of things themselves „,ŝ

It is precisely through this approach to ’’things $t‘ 
and the specific values she attached to them that Willa 
Gather's best works achieve lasting significance, and 
Death Gomes for the Archbishop and Shadows on the Rook are 
high on the list of those works0 Granville Hicks ©nee 
asked of Archbishop0 ’’Did these men and women ever livef 
Is there anything in their lives to enable us better to 
understand our own?”'® fhe answers for both novels are 
affirmativeo fhese mem and women did really live, and still 
do;- their lives have meaning for every age that faces an 
uncertain future®®and few ages have not! they remind us 
of the continuity of history, of the common aspirations of 
all men, and of the ways in which the past can shape the

Quoted in ’’Joseph and His Brothers,”' p<, 2850
4  "Willa Gather, lew Republic 0 XG (1957), 15 G 
^’’fhe Gas© Against Willa Gather,” p0 7080



futureo In summing up the achievement of Willa Gather̂ , 
then, we may well agree with the final estimate of David 
Daiehes s

Where to place Willa Gather finally will always 
puzzle the literary his-torians0 But the reader of 
her best novels is not likely to worry about that* 
These novels have a strength and an individuality 
that it is not easy\for the eritie formally to des- 
eribes virtues which can be experienced even if 
they cannot easily be talked about* Her position 
among American novelists is uniqueg: no other has 
brought to bear quite her kind of perception on 
the American scene* Yet the subject she handles 
most charaeteristieally^the subtilizing of cour# 
age by vision and discrimination and the search 
for a culture that combines all three qualitiese=- 
is more than an American theme* It transcends nat= 
tonal problems to illuminate one of the great 
questions about civilization* To put the matter 
briefly5, Miss Gather 8s novels are civilized; and 
if we interpret that term too narrowly that is 
because we have not read Willa Gather carefully 
enough*®

®Willa Gather s & Critical Introduction„ p* 12:4*
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